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Abstract 
Quantum Coherence and Interference in Metallic Photonic Crystals Hybrid Systems  
by 
A. Hatef 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
The University of Western Ontario 
In this thesis, we study the absorption coefficient of quantum dots doped in metallic 
photonic crystals under different circumferences. The quantum dots are considered as an 
ensemble of three-level energy systems, containing two excited states and a ground state. 
We study numerically the temporal evolution of the absorption coefficient profile where a 
probe field is applied to monitor the absorption process in two cases, when quantum dots 
are embedded lightly and densely. It is found that the absorption profile shows more 
oscillations and system goes towards the transparent state. 
We also studied the effect of a changing plasma frequency on the absorption profile of 
quantum dots two possible field configurations. In the first configuration, a single probe 
field couples with the ground state and the two excited states. In this case it is found that 
the position of the transparent peak is moved, due to a slight change in the plasma energy. 
This means that the transparent state becomes an absorbing state. In the second 
configuration, a pump field couples with only one excited state, while the probe field 
couples to the other. In this case, we found that a peak in the absorption profile appears 
due to plasmon coupling, and this peak splits into two peaks when the plasma energy is 
decreased. This change in plasma energy can also take the system from the absorption 
region to the gain region.  
We developed an analytical theory for the photonic band structure and density of states of 
two-dimensional rectangular metallic photonic crystals. We found that the location of the 
 iv 
 
photonic band gap can be controlled by modifying the plasma energy of either metal. We 
showed that by changing the plasma energy one can control the spontaneous emission in 
the metallic photonic crystal. 
Finally, I studied hybrid systems (quantum dot - metallic nanoparticle). In such hybrid 
systems, it is possible to control spontaneous emission in the semiconductor nanocrystals. 
Significant applications of this include the development of chemical and biological 
nanosensors, electrical DNA switches, and nanoscale devices as biosensors.  The main 
advantage of hybrid systems when compared with other nano-optical systems is the 
possibility for direct energy and quantum information transfer between nanoparticles. In 
this project, we investigate the control of thermal energy loss in metallic nanoparticles, an 
effect which could destroy the quality of transformed information if not properly 
controlled.  
 
Keywords 
Quantum dot, quantum coherence, quantum interference, metallic photonic crystals, 
plasma frequency, dipole-dipole interaction, hybrid systems, metallic nanoparticles, 
plasmonic. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Metallic Photonic Crystal
In the past few decades there has been a growing interest in the development of articial
nanoscale materials. With unique properties, photonic crystals (PCs) are one of the noteworthy
categories of these synthetically produced materials. PCs are optical nanomaterial structures
characterized by their periodically modulating dielectric constant, which may vary in one, two
or three spatial dimensions. Due to multiple reections at the interfaces between regions with
di¤erent dielectric constants in the structure, electromagnetic waves of a certain frequency
range cannot propagate through a photonic crystal; this range of frequencies is referred to as
the photonic band gap. Generally, the wavelengths of light which fall within the photonic band
gap are on the order of the crystals lattice constant, while the width of the photonic band gap
is proportional to the crystals dielectric contrast.
The photonic band gap of a one-dimensional photonic crystal, which is fabricated by de-
positing two dielectric materials in alternating layers, lies in only one direction, whereas for a
two- or three-dimensional photonic crystal photonic band gap varies for di¤erent photon prop-
agation directions. The existence of the photonic band gap has inspired the design of various
nano-optical and optoelectronic devices [1]. The photonic band gap controls the propagation
of electromagnetic waves in PCs in the same manner that the electronic band gap controls
electrons in semiconductors.
It is well-known that in a dielectric photonic crystal, high dielectric contrast is required to
1
have a complete photonic band gap [2][3][4]. For example, inverse opal photonic crystals made
from ordinary dielectric materials require that the contrast be greater than eight to have a
complete photonic band gap in the optical regime [5].
In terms of fabrication, this restriction causes a great deal of di¢ culty. To exhibit a notice-
able photonic band gap with fewer periodicities it is much better to use impenetrable materials.
When comparing ordinary dielectric or semiconducting materials for selection, metals are one
of the best options due to their large refractive index and high reectivity over a broad range
of frequencies. Therefore, these nanoscale metal-based structures are more likely to possess a
complete photonic band gap than their dielectric counterparts [6][7][8].
Recently, intensive experimental and theoretical research has been done on metallic pho-
tonic crystals (MPCs) and metallo-dielectric photonic crystals due to their ability of controlling
electronic and photonic resonances simultaneously [9][10]. Furthermore, this photonic band gap
will be e¤ective for crystals with fewer lattice periods, even if the total thickness of metal in the
MPC is hundreds of skin depths in length [11] [12]. The photonic band gap that is formed by
a MPC is the result of a combination of plasma screening e¤ects and Brag scattering. On the
other hand, photons interact much more strongly with metals than dielectrics, making MPCs
more useful for developing integrated photonic devices. Devices may be designed with fewer
lattice constants, making elements simpler to fabricate and easier to pack densely. Such struc-
tures may also present further remarkable possibilities for investigating light-matter interactions
[13][14]. MPCs also have many applications in the eld of telecommunications, as antennas [15]
, all-optical switches [16] , biosensors [17] and solar cells[18].
MPCs can also provide strong simultaneous coupling between electronic and photonic res-
onances in the same range of the frequencies, which gives them interesting optical properties
[19], and can lead to well-pronounced spectral features [9][19]. One of the promising features of
MPCs is their capability of tailoring thermal emission spectra. Theoretical analysis has shown
that the existence of the photonic band gap and modication of the photon density of states in
these structures can lead to signicant enhancement and suppression of thermal radiation near
and within the photonic band gap, respectively[20][21][22][23].
Initially, studies on MPCs were focused within the range of microwave and far-infrared fre-
quencies, owing to the fact that the metallic layers are strong reectors in these frequency ranges
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[6][24][25], however, due to the improvement in micro-fabrication techniques, several samples of
MPCs that operate in the visible or near-infrared frequency range have been fabricated. These
MPCs may consist of silver, nickel, copper, etc., despite the fact that these metals are dispersive
and absorptive in these frequency ranges [14][8][26][27].
The following provide several theoretical and experimental examples of novel achievements
regarding MPC.
Scalora et al. [11][28] have investigated numerically the transmission of light passing through
a one-dimensional MPC composed of a stack of alternating layers of silver (metal) and MgF2
(dielectric component). Their results showed that the structure remains transparent over a
tunable range of frequencies, including the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared.
Wang et al. [7] have theoretically studied the optical properties of a three-dimensional
self-assembled MPC consisting of spherical metal nanoparticles. They showed the formation of
photonic band gaps within the near-infrared to optical regime, even when absorption is taken
into account, for silver spheres band-structure calculations.
Kuo et al. [26] fabricated opaline gold photonic crystals possessing complete photonic band
gaps in the optical regime. Chang et al. [27] constructed a 5-layer modied-woodpile 3-D MPC
structure composed of gold, immersed in a dielectric material known as hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ) that exhibits characteristics of a 3-D complete photonic band gap extending from near-
infrared down to visible wavelengths at around 650 nm.
Yang et al. [14] have fabricated a 3-D all-copper photonic crystal with a feature size of 0:20
m by using electron-beam lithography with the photoresist of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ),
which can open a photonic band edge located at a wavelength of around 0:80 m in normal
incidence.
1.2 Hybrid Quantum-Dot/Metal Nanoparticle System
In recent years, researchers have exploited the unique optical properties of metallic nanoparti-
cles for a wide range of fundamental research such as nanoscale optical devices, biophotonics and
biomedical applications [29][30]. Enhanced local elds in the vicinity of the metallic nanoparti-
cle provide strong coupling to the neighboring particles such as semiconductor quantum dots,
3
dye molecules, antibodies and human cells. Theses interesting properties arise from the cou-
pling of the excitation of metallic nanoparticles (plasmon) and the excitation of semiconductor
quantum dot (exciton). This coupling will enable us to probe and control the optical and ther-
mal modication of these particles. One of the latest projects on this eld is the study of the
plasmonic induced transparency in the hybrid structures composed of semiconductor quantum
dot and metallic nanoparticle [31][32]. In this case, the sharp optical response of the discrete
excitons in semiconductor quantum dots coupled with the strong optical response of the plas-
mons in metallic nanoparticle (plasmonic resonance) will allow for the appearance of excitonic
hybrid states and signatures for the optical response. The main objective of this study was
to control the thermal energy absorption rate in metallic nanoparticles when they are in the
vicinity of the semiconductor quantum dot. For example, the reduction of the thermal energy
absorption rate in metallic nanoparticle controls the quality of the transmission of the energy
and quantum information between nanoparticles [29][33]. In the case of biomedical application
controlling the energy absorption by metallic nanoparticles in the biological media plays a key
role in avoiding extreme heating which could lead to cell fragmentation and death [34].
1.3 Nanoparticles Embedded in Photonic Crystal
Recently, considerable e¤ort has also been devoted to the investigation of the quantum optics of
PCs and MPCs doped with a nano-sized active medium such as dye molecules, impurity atoms
or quantum dots. According to Fermis Golden Rule the decay rate is proportional to the
density of states which counts the number of electromagnetic modes available to the photons
for emission into the environment. Therefore any modication in the density of states would
lead to a change in the decay rate.
A photonic crystal can alter the density of states surrounding the active medium. It has
been shown that the radiation behavior of an active medium can be drastically altered as the
density of states in space changes. The inhibition, enhancement, and quantum interference
e¤ects of spontaneous emission from the quantum dots doped in 3DPCs have been widely
studied, both experimentally and theoretically [35][36][37][38][39].
Controlling spontaneous emission by using quantum optics would lead to several interesting
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e¤ects, such as optical gain enhancement [40] and photoluminescence enhancement [41] , optical
switching [42][43], quantum information processing [44][45] and electromagnetically induced
transparency [46].
One of the other unique properties of photonic band gaps is that they can provide the means
for strong connements of light in PCs. The control of conned light can be achieved using
photonic crystals possessing tunable photonic band gaps by applying a coherent control energy
[47]. It is also possible to control the photonic band gaps of MPCs by changing the metallic
dielectric function. For instance, the presence of a static magnetic eld can greatly change the
dielectric response of a free electron in the metal [48] or change the plasma energy by altering
the surface charge density on each metallic particle [49][50].
Quantum interference in a three- or multi-level atomic system can arise from the superposi-
tion of spontaneous emissions when electron transitions take place between the upper and lower
levels. Under certain circumstances the initially excited atomic system may not decay to its
ground level due to a cancellation of spontaneous emission by quantum interference between
atomic transition levels. The maximum value of quantum interference leads to dark states with
zero absorption amplitude. This phenomenon causes the multi-level atomic system acts like a
transparent medium, which has potential applications for optical switches and photonic devices
[51][52]. Quantum interference of spontaneous emission can lead to many remarkable phenom-
ena such as coherent population trapping [53], lasing without inversion [54], optical switches
and photonic devices. [51][52].
1.4 Thesis Outline
The objective of the rst four chapters of this thesis is to explore the optical response prole of
an ensemble of nanoparticles which are doped in metallic photonic crystal (MPC). The novel
research of this thesis is focused on controlling the absorption dynamics of these nanoparticles
by modifying di¤erent parameters such as dipole-dipole interaction and the plasmon energy of
the metal.
In chapter 2 we begin with a description of the basic physical and dynamic processes of
the time evolution of the absorption coe¢ cient of an ensemble of three-level nano-particles
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doped within metallic photonic crystals. These crystals are made from metallic spheres which
are arranged equidistant and periodically in air. The refractive index of the metallic spheres
depends on the plasma frequency. A probe eld is applied to monitor the absorption process.
The density matrix method has been used to calculate the steady state and transient behav-
ior of the absorption coe¢ cient in the system. We consider a situation where two absorbed
photons interfere with each other (quantum interference). The following are two experimental
possibilities which have been investigated.
In the rst case, we consider that the concentration of the doped nanoparticles is very low
so that they are not interacting with each other. It is found that when the resonance states
lie away from the upper band edge of photonic band gap the system goes to transparent sate.
It is also found when the di¤erence between the electron resonance energy of the nanoparticle
and the energy of the probe laser eld (i.e. detuning parameter ) is zero the system reaches to
the steady state. However, when the parameter is not zero the absorption coe¢ cient oscillates
with time and then reaches the steady state.
In the second case, we consider the concentration of the dopant nanoparticles to be high
and interacting with each other through the dipole-dipole interaction. Our calculations show
that when the dipole-dipole interaction parameter increases the absorption shows an oscillatory
behavior before reaching to the steady state. The number of oscillations and the required
time to reach the steady state would also increase when increasing the dipole-dipole interaction
parameter.
In chapter 3, we investigate the e¤ect of plasma energy variation on the absorption coe¢ cient
prole in doped metallic photonic crystals. Two di¤erent eld congurations are considered.
In the rst conguration a probe eld couples the ground state and two closely excited states.
Absorption occurs due to the transitions from ground state to the two excited states. It is found
that the position of the transparent peak is moved due to the change of the plasma energy. In
other words, changing the plasma energy causes the system to switch between a transparent
and an absorbing state. The strong coupling between plasma and quantum dots is responsible
for this phenomenon. In the second conguration the probe eld couples only one excited state
and the pump eld couples the other excited state. The transition between excited states is
dipole forbidden. We observed that the apparent peak in absorption prole splits into two
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peaks and the system also exhibits gain with inversion in response to the change of the plasma
frequency resulting from the quantum interference and coherence. These are interesting results
and can be used to make nano-scale plasma devices.
In chapter 4 we have developed an analytical theory for the photonic band structure and
density of states of a two-dimensional metallic photonic crystal consisting of two di¤erent metal-
lic pillars in an air background medium. Our calculations show that this structure forms a full
two-dimensional photonic band gap when the appropriate size and type of metallic pillar are
chosen. The advantage of using two metals is that the band structure and optical properties of
these photonic crystals can be easily controlled by changing the plasma energies of two metals
rather than one. We have chosen parameters for our metallic photonic crystal which present
exact analytical expressions for the photonic dispersion relation. The analytical dispersion re-
lation for the two-dimensional metallic photonic crystal is obtained using the transfer matrix
method. From the dispersion relation we obtain the band structure, photonic density of states
and the spontaneous decay rate. It is found that the density of states has singularities at ener-
gies near the edges of the photonic band gaps. Using the Schrödinger equation method and the
photonic density of states, we calculated the linewidth broadening and the spectral function of
radiation due to spontaneous emission for two-level quantum dots doped in the system. Our
results show that by changing the plasma energies one can control spontaneous emission of
quantum dots doped in the metallic photonic crystal.
Finally, in chapter 5 we investigate the exciton-induced transparency in hybrid systems
(quantum-dot/metal nanoparticle) under di¤erent conditions. In this chapter the semiconduc-
tor quantum dot is considered as a three level quantized system when one of its excitonic
transition energies matches with the plasmon resonance energy of the metallic nanoparticle.
The hybrid system is drived by to probe and control eld. We showed the behavior of the
thermal energy absorption rate in metallic nanoparticles versus several variables such as the
inter-particle distance, the metallic nanoparticle radius, the intensity of probe and the control
eld. In this project also for the rst time, to our knowledge, we calculated the thermal en-
ergy absorption rate in metallic nanoparticles when the hybrid system is doped in an ordinary
photonic crystal. We found several interesting results showing the capability of controlling the
thermal energy absorption rate in metallic nanoparticles when the excitonic energy lies near
7
the photonic crystal band gap.
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Chapter 2
Time Evolution of Absorption
Process
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we performed the numerical simulation to study the temporal evolution of the
absorption coe¢ cient of quantum dots doped in metallic photonic crystal (MPC)1. We assume
that the MPC is made of metallic spheres embedded in air which acts as a reservoir. We
consider the quantum dots are an ensemble of three-level systems with two upper excited states
and one lower ground state where the resonant energies di¤erence between states are small. This
quantum dot conguration is called V conguration in quantum optics. A double quantum well
system such as coupled GaAs /AlxGa1-xAs [55][56] can be motioned as a practical example of
this conguration. The quantum interference is also considered in our calculations where the
two decay pathways from the excited to the ground state are not independent.
To show the temporal evolution of the absorption process, we study a eld conguration
where the system is driven by a single probe laser eld which is coupled with two transition
energies simultaneously. This weak eld facilitates the study of the absorption prole of the
quantum dots.
1The work presented in this chapter has been published in:M. Singh and A. Hatef, Time Evolution of
Absorption Process in Nonlinear Metallic Photonic crystals, Phys. Status Solidi C 6, No. S1, S158S161
(2009) and M. Singh and A. Hatef, Quantum interference due to the spontaneous emission in nonlinear metallic
photonic crystalsMicroelectronics Journal 40, 854856, (2009).
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In our calculations two di¤erent cases are investigated. In the rst case, we assume that the
MPC is lightly doped and the concentration of quantum dots is low, therefore, the interactions
between quantum dots are ignorable. In the second case, we consider a highly doped MPC
where quantum dots interact with each other via dipole-dipole interaction.
The absorption coe¢ cient is calculated using the density-matrix formalism. Interesting
e¤ects have been observed due to the quantum coherence and interference e¤ects between two
spontaneous emitted photons.
In the rst case, where the dipole-dipole interaction is ignored, our results show that as
the detuning of probe eld increases the absorption prole exhibits an oscillatory behavior till
reaches the steady state and the system goes towards the transparent state. In this case, we also
see the same behavior for absorption prole when the resonant energy di¤erence increases. In
the second case, where the dipole-dipole interaction is taken into account, as the dipole-dipole
interaction variable increases, the absorption prole again shows an oscillatory behavior till
reaches the steady state and the system goes towards the transparent state. The number of
oscillations and the required time to reach to the steady state also increases by increasing the
dipole-dipole interaction variable.
2.2 Dispersion Relation in MPC
Photonic crystals (PCs) are periodic dielectric structures in which the refractive index varies
periodically on a length scale of the order of the wavelength of light. In a PC, light of specic
wavelengths is prohibited from propagating in certain directions. This e¤ect is due to the
inuence of the Bragg di¤raction when the reected waves at each interface can destructively
interfere. The behavior of light in PCs is similar to the behavior of electrons in an atomic
structure. For this reason sometime the PCs are called semiconductor of light.
Depends on the application of PCs, di¤erent spatial periodic arrangements can be made in
one-dimensional (1-D), two-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensional (3-D) structures. Schematic
representations of PCs in di¤erent dimensions are shown in Fig. 2-1.
One-dimensional PC, or the so called multilayer structure, consists of alternating layers of
two materials with di¤erent refractive indices. As result the refractive index varies periodically
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Figure 2-1: Example models for (a) a one-dimensional photonic crystal, (b) a two-dimensional
photonic crystal and (c) a three-dimensional photonic crystal. In regions with dark colors, the
index of refraction takes on di¤erent values
only in one-dimension.
In two-dimensional PC the refractive index alternates in two directions. In general, the
2-D photonic crystals can be made in two forms of hole-type and rod-type structures. The
hole-type structures can be fabricated by drilling holes in a medium of high refractive index.
These holes also can be lled by other materials with lower refractive index. On the other hand,
the rod-type structures can be made by rods of high refractive index materials surrounded by
a low refractive index. Both structures can have triangular or square symmetry.
Three-dimensional PCs are structures in which the refractive index varies in three dimen-
sions. The fabrication of 3-D PCs is much more challenging task as compared to 1-D and 2-D
PCs. Among di¤erent process of fabricating 3-D PCs, self-assembly process is a very promising
approach. The 3-D PCs which are fabricated with this process are in the form of opal or inverse
opal.
As motioned before in MPC the refractive index depends on the energy of the incident light
beam. Drude model is one of the most common expression for refractive index function for
metallic materials which o¤ers an excellent t to measured data over a wide energy ranges.
This model has been used in almost all calculations related to MPCs. Using this model, the
refractive index for a metallic material is expressed as[57]:
nm("k) =
s
(1  "
2
p
"2k
) +
~"2p
"3k
i (2.1)
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where "k, "p and  are the energy of the incident electromagnetic wave, the plasma energy
and the relaxation time of the conduction-band electrons, respectively. The plasma energy is
dened by
"2p = ~2Ne2=0meff (2.2)
where N is the electron density, meff is the e¤ective mass of the electron, e is the electron
charge and 0 is the permittivity of the free space.
Eqn. 2.1 shows that when the energy of the incident light approaches the plasma energy,
the real part of the dielectric function becomes innitesimally small. This would imply that
regardless of the magnitude of the dielectric constant of the background medium, the contrast
is large enough to meet the requirement for the creation of a complete photonic band gap. If we
choose a proper metal which satises the "k=~ 1 for large values of "p (in the range of visible
light), the imaginary part of the dielectric function becomes small, and therefore the absorption
can be negligible. Among all metals, only silver, copper and gold meets this criterion, since
they have plasma energies within the optical regime due to d-electron band resonance as well
as relaxation times on the order of a few tens of femtoseconds [26].
The range of light energy can also be less than the plasma energy when the real part of
the dielectric function becomes negative. In this case, the radius of the metallic spheres can be
chosen close to or smaller than the relevant skin depth of the corresponding metal, so that an
electromagnetic wave in the visible energy range can be transmitted by tunneling through the
structure [11][6].
Fig. 2-2 shows the refractive index for di¤erent metals as a function of energy. When the
energy of incident light is less than the plasma energy of the metal the refractive index is pure
imaginary number (See Fig. 2-2a). On the other hand, for the energies greater the plasma
energy the imaginary part vanishes and the refractive index becomes a real number (See Fig.
2-2b).
The relation between the photon energy "k and the wave vector k is called the dispersion
relation (i.e. "k = "k(k)). The dispersion relation for a wave propagating within a homogeneous
material is given by "k = ~kv, where k is the magnitude of the wave vector and v is the velocity
of the wave. In the case of an electromagnetic wave propagating within a PC the dispersion
12
Figure 2-2: The refractive index of di¤erent metals versus photon energy "k . If photon energy
is greater or less than the plasma energy the refractive index can be pure imaginary (a) or real
(b). The solid line is for silver ("p = 9 eV), the dashed line is for copper ("p = 7:4 eV) and the
dash-dot line is for nickel ("p = 4:9 eV).
relation can be calculated analytically or numerically depends on the PC conguration. In the
case of an isotropic PC, the dispersion relation can be calculated by considering the Maxwells
and Bloch wave equations as following [58]:
cos(kL) = F ("k) (2.3)
where,
F ("k) =
X

"

 
[nm ("k) nb]2
4nm ("k)nb
!
cos

2"k [nm ("k) rs  nbb]
~c
#
(2.4)
in the above equations, L = 2rs + 2b is lattice constant, 2b is the spacing between the spheres
and rs are the radius of the metallic spheres , "k is the energy and k is the wave vector of the
photons. nm ("k) and nb are the refractive index of the metal spheres and background dielectric
material, respectively. Note that background material can be considered as a dielectric material
or air.
The graph of the dispersion relation (Eqn. 2.3) as a function of the wave vector k is called
the band diagram or the band structure of the PC. Fig. 2-3 shows the band structure for
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Metal "p (eV ) "l (eV ) "u (eV ) "="m (%)
Silver 9.0 1.8 2.5 32.5
Copper 7.4 1.5 2.0 28.6
Nickel 4.9 1.0 1.4 16.7
Table 2.1: The values of the plasma energy "p, the maximum energy of the lower energy band
"l, the minimum energy of the upper energy band "u and Gap to mid-gap ratio "="m for
di¤erent types of metals.
an isotropic PC made by a periodic structure of metallic spheres embedded in a dielectric
background (nb = 1:5). The radius of the metallic spheres and lattice constant of the PC in
reduced units are chosen as rs = 0:25 ~c/"p and L = 10:5 ~c="p, respectively. In Fig. 2-3,
the horizontal axis is shown in a unit of "k/"p, therefore, one can compare the photonic band
structure of MPC made by di¤erent metals. In our calculation a band gap arises between
point "l/"p = 0:2 and "u/"p = 0:28 which are the maximum normalized energy of the lower
energy band and the minimum normalized energy of the upper energy band, respectively. The
band gap implies an energy region where there is no allowed mode for light propagating along
the k direction. Table 2.1 shows the plasma energy ("p), the maximum energy of the lower
energy band ("u), the minimum energy of the upper energy band ("v) and gap to mid-gap ratio
("="m = 2("u   "l)=(("u + "l)) for di¤erent type of metals. Note that the photonic band gap
lies in the optical energy range, which shows that our theoretical model is in good agreement
with recent experimental results [59][60].
2.3 Density of State and Decay Rate in MPC
In this chapter, we consider a metallic photonic crystal (MPC) doped with an ensemble of three-
level quantum dots called V-conguration (See Fig. 2-5). These quantum dots consist of two
upper jbi and jci , and one ground sate jai. We consider that spontaneous emission is allowed
from the upper states to the ground state (i.e. jbi  ! jai and jci  ! jai transitions), whereas
the jbi  ! jci transition is inhibited in the electric dipole approximation. We also consider
that the maximum quantum interference between spontaneous emission pathways from the
transitions jbi  ! jai and jci  ! jai. To show a better picture of the system, a schematic
representation of an ensemble of quantum dots doped in a three dimensional metallic photonic
14
Figure 2-3: Plot of the Bloch wavevector k as a function of the normalized photon energy for
a metallic PBG. The vertical dashed lines show, "l="p = 0:2 and "u="p = 0:28 which are the
maximum normalized energy of the lower energy band and the minimum normalized energy of
the upper energy band, respectively. The refractive index of background is nb = 1:5.
15
Figure 2-4: Schematic representation of an ensemble of quantum dots (QDs) embedded in
metallic photonic crystal (MPC). The quantum dots are considered to be three level quantized
particles. The system can be driven by a probe and a pump eld, simultaneously.
crystal is illustrated in Fig. 2-4.
A quantum dot can be excited when an electron jumps to upper state by absorbing a specic
amount of energy equal to the energy di¤erence between the transition states. The excited
quantum dot interacts with reservoir and spontaneously decays to the ground state by emitting
a photon with energy equal to the di¤erence between the two states. The reservoir (MPC) can
be modeled as a quantized three-dimensional multimode electromagnetic eld. The reservoir
plays an important role on controlling the spontaneous emission, therefore, any manipulation
in reservoir causes the decay of emitted light to be accelerated or slowed down. Using the
second-quantization quantum mechanics theory and several reasonable approximations such as
Wigner-Weisskopf approximation [61] the radiative decay rate for transition jii  ! jai can be
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described through Fermi-golden rule [62] as following:
 i("ia) =
2
~
Z
d"kD("k) jgia("k)j2 ("k   "ia) (2.5)
in Eqn. 2.5 ; gia("k) is the atom-eld coupling constant and is written as:
gia("k) =
r
"k
2~20V
(ia:ek) (2.6)
where V is the is the mode volume of the eld, ia is the electronic dipole moment induced by
the transition jii $ jai (i = b; c) and ek ( = 1; 2) is the unit polarization vector of the eld.
The density of states of the reservoir is obtained by replacing the summation over k in the
Golden rule by the integration
X
k
=
Z
d"kD("k) (2.7)
where D(") is the density of states of photons which counts the available number of electro-
magnetic modes provided by reservoir. As one can see the role of the reservoir on decay rate
appears in the form of density of states in Eqn. 2.5.
The calculations of density of states and the experimental results have proved that the 3-D
PCs can be used for tailoring spontaneous emission through modifying the density of states
[37][63]. For certain photon energies at the edges of the bandgap (lower and upper energy
band), the density of states are signicantly enhanced whereas inside the bandgap is strongly
reduced or, ideally vanished.
The main equation for density of states of the photons in k-space can be written as:
D("k) =
V k2
32
dk
d"k
(2.8)
The density of states can be expressed in terms of another parameter which is called the
form factor Z("k) by manipulating the Eqn. 2.8 as [64][65]:
D("k) =
V "2k
2~3c3
Z2("k) (2.9)
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As one can see for free space where "k = ~ck the form factor is one.
Using Eqn. 2.3, the following expression can be obtained for the Form factor
Z("k) =
"
~3c3
V
(
("k)(arccos[F ("k)])
2
"2k
p
1  F 2("k)
)
#1=2
(2.10)
where F ("k) is given in Eqn. 2.4 and ("k) is
("k) =
1
4
"2k [(cos("k+)  cos("k )) + ++ sin("k+)     sin("k )] (2.11)
The other parameters in Eqn. 2.11 are dened as:
 =
 
"2p
"2k
! 
1
nb(1  "2p="2k)1=2
  1
nm(1  "2p="2k)1=2
!
(2.12)
 =

1
nb
(1  "2p="2k)1=2   nb(1  "2p="2k)1=2  2

(2.13)
 =
1
~c

a(1  "2p="2k) 1=2  nbb

(2.14)
We have used the Fermi-Golden rule in Eqn. 2.5 to calculate the transition decay rates from
the nal to initial (upper to lower) state for each transition. For example the transition decay
rate for jbi  ! jai can be calculated as following:
 b("ba) = 0Z("ba)
2 (2.15a)
where 0 the decay rate of the excited atom in the free space and is dened as:
0 =
2ba"
3
ba
3~3c30
(2.16)
here, 0 is permittivity of vacuum, ba = hbj jai = haj jbi and "ba are the electric dipole mo-
ments induced by the transition jbi $ jai and the energy di¤erence between levels, respectively.
Similarly we can also calculate the decay rate for the transition jci $ jai as:
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Figure 2-5: Three level quantum dot in V-conguration with two upper close levels jci and
jbi and ground sate jai : The energy di¤erence between levels jbi  ! jai and jci  ! jai are
denoted as "ba and "ca, respectively.  b and  c are the decay rates from the exited states to
ground state.
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 c("ca) = 0Z("ca)
2 (2.17a)
Note that in our calculation the 0 is considered the same for each transition since the resonant
energies di¤erence between levels are small.
2.4 The system Hamiltonian
In this section we investigate the Hamiltonian of our three-level quantum dots doped in a
photonic band gap reservoir, where two probe and pump elds with slowly varying amplitudes
will drive the system. The total Hamiltonian of the system in the interaction picture can be
written as :
H = HQ +HQF +HR +HQR. (2.18)
The rst term in Eqn. 2.18 is the Hamiltonian of the three-level quantum dot and is given by:
HQ = "aaa + "bbb + "ccc (2.19)
here, "i denotes the energy of state jii and operator ii = jii hij , where i = a, b and c.
The second term in Eqn. 2.18 denotes the interaction semi-classical Hamiltonian between
the quantum dot and the two laser elds. It is given by:
HQF =  ~0(
babe ibt +
cace ict) +H:C: (2.20)
where, c and b the detuning of the energy transitions dened as:
c = ("ca   "k) =~ (2.21a)
b = ("ba   "k) =~ (2.21b)
The quantities "ba and "ca are the transition energies corresponding to the jbi $ jai and
jci $ jai transitions, respectively. H.C., stands for the Hermitian Conjugate.
In Eqn. 2.20, 
b and 
c, the normalized Rabi frequencies of the transitions jbi $ jai and
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jci $ jai, are dened as following:

b =
ba:Eb
2~0
(2.22a)

c =
ca:Ec
2~0
(2.22b)
where Eb and Ec are the slowly varying amplitudes of the two laser beams. ba = hbj jai =
haj jbi and ca = hcj jai = haj jci are induced electric dipole moments for the energy
transitions jbi $ jai and jci $ jai, respectively. These induced dipole moments are created in
quantum dots because of the presence of the external electromagnetic elds.
The third term in Eqn. 2.18 represents the Hamiltonian of the MPC reservoir. It can be
written as [66]:
HR =
Z
C
d"k
2
"kp
+("k) p("k) (2.23)
where, the operator p("k) and p+("k) are the annihilation and creation operators, respectively.
The integration contour C consists of two intervals  1  "k 4 "l and "u  "k 4 +1.
The last term in Eqn. 2.18 represents the quantum dot-MPC reservoir interaction Hamil-
tonian and is responsible for the decays from level jbi ! jai and jci ! jai.
HQR =  
Z
c
d"k
2
p
0Zba("k)p("k)abe
ibt  
Z
c
d"k
2
p
0Zca("k)p("k)ace
ict +H:C: (2.24)
The rst and second terms in Eqn. 2.24 represent interaction terms for the decay transitions
jbi ! jai and jci ! jai with photonic band gap reservoir, respectively. The operator ij+and
ij are called the raising and lowering operators, respectively. These operators can be dened
as following:
+ij = jiihjj (2.25a)
ij = jjihij (2.25b)
where jii and jji denote levels jai , jbi and jbi. Note that to derive the interaction Hamil-
tonian given in Eqn. 2.20 the electric dipole and rotating wave approximations (RWA) is used
[67][68][69].
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Figure 2-6: The three-level quantum dot driven by a probe laser eld with energy "k. c =
"ca   "k, and b = "ba   "k, are the detunings of the atomic transitions.  b and  c are the
decay rates from the exited states to ground state. k is the detuning of the probe eld with
the central frequency which is the middle point of the two upper levels.
2.5 Linear Susceptibility and Absorption Coe¢ cient
In this chapter in order to calculate the absorption coe¢ cient of quantum dots doped in MPC
we use the optical coherence on the atomic transition for a particular eld conguration. In
this conguration we assume that the two upper excited states of the quantum dot are close
and the system is driven by a single probe eld which couples simultaneously the ground state
with two excited states (See Fig. 2-6).This congurations is already used in several studies in
the gaseous state [70][71] as well.
Here the linear response with a single probe laser eld can be shown by the absorption
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coe¢ cient for the transitions jbi ! jai and jci ! jai as following [72]:
a(t) = a0 Im([eba(t) + eca(t)] e i"kt=~) (2.26)
where 0 is dened as
a0 =
N0
2"k
~2c00

(2.27)
In Eqn. 2.27, N0, 
 and "k are the quantum dots density, the normalized Rabi frequency and
the energy of the of the probe laser beam, respectively. The evolving quantities in Eqn. 2.26 are
coherences eba(t) and eca(t). These coherences are the elements of the reduced density matrix.
Note that in our calculation each transition has a corresponding induced dipole in atomic
scale, however, the two upper energies are reasonably close to one another so it is totally a
reasonable approximation if we consider the two dipoles equal (i.e. ab  ac = ). We also
assume that 
b = 
c = 
.
2.6 Density Matrix Method and Equation of Motion
As mentioned in Eqn. 2.26 the absorption coe¢ cient of the quantum dots doped in MPC is
directly proportional to the quantum coherence associated with the transition energies which
are coupled by probe eld. We used the density matrix method in a proper rotating frame and
the following master equation to nd the quantum coherences.
d
dt
=   i
~
[H;e (t)] (2.28)
In Eqn. 2.28 H and e (t) are the Hamiltonian and the density matrix elements of the compound
system in the interaction picture.
By introducing the normalized as  = 0t, the evolution equations of the density matrix
elements in the interaction picture in an appropriate rotating frame can be written as follows[65]:
dba
d
=  dbaba   i(
c + caca)bc   i
b(bb   aa)  Pca (2.29)
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dca
d
=  dcaca   i
bcb   i
c(cc   aa)  Pba (2.30)
dcb
d
=  dcbcb + i
cab   i
bca   P (cc + bb) (2.31)
dcc
d
=   c
0
cc   i
c(ca   ac)  P (cb + bc) (2.32)
dbb
d
=   b
0
bb   i
b(ba   ab)  P (cb + bc) (2.33)
where
dca =
1
0
(
 c
2
+ ic) (2.34a)
dba =
1
0
(
 b
2
+ ib) (2.34b)
dcb =
1
0
(
 c +  b
2
+ i(c  b)) (2.34c)
Note that we used the following rotating frame to derive the evolution equations of the density
matrix elements.
ba(t) = eba(t)e ibt=~ (2.35a)
ca(t) = eca(t)e ict=~ (2.35b)
cb(t) = ecb(t)e i(c b)t=~ (2.35c)
In the above equations,  b and  c denote the decay rates (linewidths) related to the jbi $ jai
and jci $ jai transitions, respectively. These decay rates are obtained from Eqns.2.15a and
2.17a.
The e¤ect of quantum interference resulting from the cross coupling between the jbi $ jai
and jci $ jai transitions is given by [73]:
P = P0
p
 b c
20
(2.36)
where
P0 =
ca  ba
caba
(2.37)
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Optimal quantum interference is achieved when the dipole moments are parallel.
Note that population conservation requires that:
aa(t) + bb(t) + cc(t) = 1 (2.38)
and also
ij = 

ji: (2.39)
2.7 E¤ect of Dipole-Dipole Interaction in Absorption Coe¢ -
cient
As mentioned before the induced electric dipole moments are created in quantum dots due to the
presence of the external electromagnetic elds. When the concentration of these nanoparticles is
high, the role of the interaction between these dipole moments becomes important and needed
to be taken into account in the calculations. In this section, we discuss the dipole-dipole
interaction (DDI) e¤ect between quantum dots. The dipole-dipole interaction in our model is
calculated using mean eld theory. According to mean eld theory, the total interaction e¤ect
on a given dipole can be evaluated by the mean electric eld created by all other dipoles.
In order to consider the e¤ect of dipole-dipole interaction, we need to add another term
to Eqn. 2.18. The dipole-dipole interaction Hamiltonian in the mean eld approximation is
written as [74] :
HDDI =  
X
i=b;c
iaia +H:C: (2.40)
where ia is the dipole-dipole interaction parameter dened as [75]:
ia =
X
j=b;c and i6=j

Ciaia + Cijja

(2.41)
where ia and ja are the density matrix elements (coherences) associated with the transitionsjii $
jai and jji $ jai, respectively.
The variables Cab, Cac and Ccb are called the dipole-dipole interaction coupling constants
which measure the strength of the interactions. These variables are directly proportional to the
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density of quantum dots and they are obtained as:
Cba =

N0
3~0

2ba (2.42a)
Cca =

N0
3~0

2ca (2.42b)
Ccb =

N0
3~0

ba:ca (2.42c)
2.8 Density Matrix with Dipole-Dipole Interaction E¤ect
By substituting the total Hamiltonian (Eqn.2.18) to the master equation (Eqn.2.28), the evo-
lution equations of the density matrix elements can be rewritten with consideration of the
dipole-dipole interaction e¤ect as following:
dba
d
=   [dba + iba(bb   aa) + icbbc] ba   i(
c + caca)bc
 i
b(bb   aa)  P [1 + i
p
baca(bb   aa)]ca (2.43)
dca
d
=   [dca + ica(cc   aa) + icbcb] ca   i(
b + baba)cb
 i
c(cc   aa)  P [1 + i
p
baca(cc   aa)]ba (2.44)
dcb
d
=  dcbcb + i
cab   i
bca  
P
2
(cc + bb)  i(ba   ca)caab
+icb(jbaj2   jcaj2) (2.45)
dcc
d
=   c
0
cc   i
c(ca   ac)  P (cb + bc) + icb(baac   abca) (2.46)
dbb
d
=   b
0
bb   i
b(ba   ab)  P (cb + bc) + icb(abca   baac) (2.47)
The normalized dipole-dipole interaction parameters are ca = Cca=0, ba = Cba=0 and
cb = Ccb=0.
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2.9 Results and Discussion
In this section, we calculate the temporal evolution of the absorption coe¢ cient for an ensemble
of three-level quantum dots with Vee conguration in two di¤erent cases. First, we assume that
the concentration of the quantum dots is light and the dipole-dipole interaction is ignorable.
Second, we consider the e¤ect of dipole-dipole interaction when the concentration of quantum
dots is high.
For the rst case, we describe the temporal evolution of normalized absorption coe¢ cient
(Im(ab(t) + ac(t))) versus dimensionless time () for di¤erent values of k (detuning from
the resonance with the center of the excited levels) and "cb (the energy di¤erence between two
transitions).
Considering the energy scheme depicted in Fig. 2-6 the detuning of the atomic transitions
can be dened as following:
b = k   1
2
"cb (2.48a)
c = k +
1
2
"cb (2.48b)
Also the dimensionless laser detuning can be dened as:
k =
(b +c)
20
(2.49)
We consider that the MPC structure consists of a three dimensional isotropic arrangement
of silver spheres ("p = 9:0 eV) embedded in the air background (nb = 1:0). The diameter of the
metallic spheres and lattice constant of the MPC are chosen as 2rs = 0:8L and L = 2rs + 2b =
320 nm, respectively. Using Eqn. 2.9, the band structure for this particular type of MPC has
been calculated. Our calculations show that this MPC opens a photonic band gap between the
lower energy band ("l = 10:12 eV) and upper energy band ("u = 11:41 eV).
As mentioned before in this chapter we assume that the resonance energies of the quantum
dots are close ("cb = 0:5 meV) and are driven by a single probe eld (
b = 
c = 
) .
The resonance energies are taken as "ba = 11:45 eV and "ca = 11:455 eV which lie close to
the upper edge of the photonic band gap.
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The corresponding decay rates of the energy levels of the quantum dots depend on the
location of the resonance energies in relation to the band structure of the MPC. The decay
rates can be evaluated by Eqn. 2.15a and Eqn. 2.17a as  ("ba) = 0Z
2("ba) = 2:05 0 and
 ("ca) = 0Z
2("ca) = 1:99 0. In our calculation the normalized energy factor is 0, which is
the decay rate of excited state in free space.
The normalized Rabi frequency of the probe eld is taken as: 
b = 
c = 
 = 0:02. In the
calculations the quantum coherence is considered to be maximum (P0 = 1).
The di¤erential equations for the density matrix elements for this case are given in Eqns.
2.29 to 2.33.
To show the temporal evolution of normalized absorption coe¢ cient, we have solved these
equations numerically for a weak laser probe eld using the dverk78 method (seventh-eighth
order continuous RungeKutta) provided by Maple. Our results show that the dverk78 method
has a rather higher precision in comparison to other available methods. The following set has
been considered as the initial conditions: aa(0) = 1, bb(0) = cc(0) = 0 and ij(0) = 0(i 6= j).
This initial conditions imply that the electron is in ground state at t=0.
In Fig. 2-7 the temporal evolution of normalized absorption coe¢ cient (Im(ab(t) + ac(t)))
is plotted as a function of the normalized time () for di¤erent values of normalized detuning
parameter (k). In our calculation we change the normalized detuning parameter from k = 0
to k = 5. Fig. 2-7 shows that as the detuning parameter increases the number of oscillations
increases and the absorption decreases which means the system will tend toward a transparent
state.
In Fig. 2-8 the temporal evolution of the normalized absorption coe¢ cient (Im(ab(t) + ac(t)))
is plotted as a function of the normalized time () for di¤erent values of resonance energy dif-
ference ("cb). Here to show the e¤ect of the resonance energy di¤erence ("cb) better we consider
a x value for "ba = 11:415 eV which is closer to the upper edge of the bang gap. The decay
rate for this transition energy is calculated by Eqn. 2.15a as  ("ba) = 0Z
2("ba) = 4:63 0. The
normalized detuning parameter is k = 0. We increase the resonance energy di¤erence ("cb)
from 5 meV to 50 meV. As "cb increases the transition energy ("ca) gets further from the upper
edge of the bang gap and in result the decay rate associated with this transition decreases.
Table 2.2 shows the calculated values of decay rates
 
 ("ca) = 0Z
2("ca)

using Eqn. 2.17a for
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Figure 2-7: Numerical plots of the temporal evolution of the normalized absorption coe¢ cient
versus dimensionless time () for di¤erent values of detuning parameter (k) where the resonance
energies are taken as "ba = 11:45 eV and "ca = 11:455 eV, the decay rates are  ("ba) = 2:05 0
and  ("ca) = 1:99 0 , the resonance energy di¤erence is "cb = 0:5 meV , the Rabi frequency
of the probe elds is 
a = 
b = 
 = 0:02 and the quantum coherence is considered to be
maximum (P = 1).
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"cb 5 (meV) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 b ("ac)  0 1:93 1:79 1:68 1:60 1:55 1:51 1:48 1:45 1:43 1:40
Table 2.2: The values of the resonance energy di¤erence ("cb) and decay rates 
 ("ca) = 0Z
2("ca)

using Eqn.2.17a for jci $ jai transition energies ("ca).
di¤erent transition energies ("ca). The other variables are the same as Fig. 2-7.
Fig. 2-8 shows that as the transition energy di¤erence between two levels increases the
absorption prole shows more oscillatory behavior and its value decreases or the system will
tend again toward a transparent state. The reduction in the absorption coe¢ cient is due to
quantum coherence between the two spontaneous emissions from transitions jbi $ jai and
jci $ jai.
Now we perform the numerical calculations for the second case when the three-level quantum
dots are doped densely. For this case, Eqns. 2.43 to 2.47 are used and we have considered that
all dipole-dipole interaction parameters are equal (i.e. ab = ac = cb = ). In Fig. 2-9, we
plot the scaled absorption coe¢ cient (Im(ab(t) + ac(t))) a function of dimensionless time ()
for two values of dipole-dipole interaction parameter when the probe laser detuning is k = 0.
The other variables are the same as Fig. 2-7 except the normalized Rabi frequency of the probe
eld which is taken as: 
b = 
c = 
 = 0:01. In order to show the dipole-dipole interaction
e¤ect clearly the greater values of this parameter are considered ( = 5 and 10).
Fig. 2-9 shows that the normalized absorption coe¢ cient when dipole-dipole interaction
parameter increases the absorption shows an oscillatory behavior before reaching to the steady
state. The number of oscillations and the required time to reach to the steady state increases
by increasing the dipole-dipole interaction parameter. Our results have a very good consistency
with the achieved result in the case of gaseous sate where the decay rates are constant [76].
2.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we study numerically the temporal evolution of the absorption coe¢ cient prole
of quantum dots doped in metallic photonic crystals where a probe eld is applied to monitor
the absorption process. The V eld conguration is considered for quantum dots where the
transition energy di¤erence of the two upper levels is small. We consider two cases. First
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Figure 2-8: Numerical plots of the temporal evolution of the normalized absorption coef-
cient versus dimensionless time () for di¤erent values of the resonance energy di¤erence
("cb = 5  50meV ). Here, the normalized detuning parameter is k = 0, the resonance energy
"ba = 11:415 eV , the decay rates are  ("ba) = 4:63 0, the Rabi frequency of the probe els is

a = 
b = 
 = 0:02 and the quantum coherence is considered to be maximum (P = 1).
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Figure 2-9: Numerical plots of the temporal evolution of the normalized absorption coe¢ cient
versus dimensionless time () for two values of dipole-dipole ineraction parameter (). The solid
and dashed curves show when  = 5 and  = 10, respectively. Here, the normalized detuning
parameter is k = 0, the resonance energies are taken as "ba = 11:45 eV and "ca = 11:455 eV,
the decay rates are  ("ba) = 2:05 0 and  ("ca) = 1:99 0 , the Rabi frequency of the probe
els is 
a = 
b = 
 = 0:01 , the quantum coherence is considered to be maximum (P = 1) and
the laser detuning is k = 0.
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we consider that quantum dots are embedded lightly so that their interaction is ignorable.
In this case, we describe the temporal evolution of normalized absorption coe¢ cient versus
dimensionless time for di¤erent values of detuning parameter and the energy di¤erence between
the two transitions. It is found that when these two parameters increase the absorption prole
shows more oscillations and the system goes towards the transparent state. In the second
situation we consider that quantum dots are doped densely so that they will interact with each
other via the dipole-dipole interaction e¤ect. It is found that when the dipole-dipole interaction
increases the absorption coe¢ cient decreases, shows more oscillatory behavior with time and
then reaches the steady state.
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Chapter 3
Plasmonic E¤ect on Quantum
Coherence and Interference
3.1 Introduction
Conning and releasing light near the nano-sized active medium such as dye molecules, impurity
atoms and quantum dots embedded in photonic crystals is one of the most important steps
leading towards the development of optical switches [77] and optical transistors [78]. The
control of conned light can be achieved using photonic crystals possessing tunable photonic
band gaps, by applying a coherent control energy [47]. It is also possible to control the photonic
band gaps of MPCs by changing the metallic dielectric function. For instance, the presence of
a static magnetic eld can greatly change the dielectric response of a free electron in the metal
[48] or change the plasma energy by altering the surface charge density on each metallic particle
[49][50].
Recently, considerable e¤ort has been devoted to the investigation of the quantum optics of
MPCs doped with an active medium. For example, Kaso and John [79] have demonstrated the
occurrence of nonlinear Bloch waves in MPCs when 5-nm-diameter PbS close-packed quantum
dots ll the void regions. Singh [80] has studied the e¤ect of plasmas on the bound photon modes
in metallic photonic nanowires. Yannopapas et al. [81] have investigated the electromagnetically
induced transparency when light is absorbed by a two-dimensional lattice of metallic (gold)
spherical nanoparticles mounted on an asymmetric dielectric (indium-tin-oxide) waveguide.
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We also have studied the quantum optics of four-level quantum dots doped in metallic
photonic crystals [82]. A probe eld was applied between the rst excited state and higher
excited states to study the absorption coe¢ cient of the system in its steady state conguration.
It was considered that the rst excited state decayed to the ground state. The density matrix
method was used to calculate the absorption coe¢ cient of the system. It was found that the
height of the absorption peak can be controlled by changing the transition energy between the
ground state and the rst excited state.
In this chapter we have studied the e¤ect of plasma energy on the absorption coe¢ cient
prole in doped metallic photonic crystals1. The crystal is doped with ensemble of three-
level quantum dots of V-conguration which are interacting with each other via the dipole-
dipole interaction. They are also interacting with coupled plasma photon modes present in the
system. A probe laser eld is applied to study the absorption coe¢ cient. We consider quantum
interference here as well. The density matrix method has been used to calculate the steady state
and transient behavior of the absorption coe¢ cient and population density in the system. Two
di¤erent eld congurations are considered. In the rst conguration is the same conguration
illustrated in chapter 2 (See Fig. 2-6) where a probe eld couples the ground state and two
closely excited states.
Absorption occurs due to the transitions from ground state to two excited states. It is found
that position of the transparent peak is moved due to the change of the plasma energy. In other
words, changing the plasma energy causes the system switches between a transparent and an
absorbing state. The strong coupling between plasma and quantum dots is responsible for this
phenomenon. In the second conguration the weak probe eld couples only one excited state
and a strong pump eld couples to other excited state. The transition between excited states
is dipole forbidden. This conguration is shown in Fig. 3-1. We observed that the appeared
peak in absorption prole splits into two peaks and also the system can be switched from the
absorption to the gain state due to the change of the plasma frequency due to the quantum
interference and coherence. These are interesting results and can be used to make nano-scale
1The work presented in this chapter has been published in: A. Hatef and M. Singh, The Study of Quantum
Interference in Metallic Photonic Crystals Doped with Four-Level Quantum DotsNanoscale Research Letter 5,
464468, (2010) and A. Hatef and M. Singh, "Plasmonic e¤ect on quantum coherence and interference in metallic
photonic crystals doped with quantum dots", Phys. Rev. A, 81, 063816 (2010).
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Figure 3-1: Three-level QD in the V-conguration with two upper levels (jbi and jci) and
ground sate (jai). The strong pump eld of frequency is coupled to the ground sate and the
excited , while the weak probe eld of frequency is coupled to the ground sate and the excited
state . Here and are the transition energies, respectively, while and are the decay rates from the
exited states to ground state. The parameters and are the detuning of the atomic transitions.
plasma devices.
3.2 Theory
To calculate the band gap structure we have used a dispersion for a three-dimensional isotropic
photonic crystal model used in [58] [63]. We have considered that our MPC is fabricated from
metallic spheres which are arranged in a periodic structure and embedded within a background
dielectric material[6] . This dielectric background material can be taken as an ordinary dielectric
material such as MgF2 [11] , Stycast or Teon [6], which have constant refractive indices. Here
we take metallic spheres made of silver, as in [83] [84]. The lattice constant of the crystal and
radii of the spheres are taken as L and rs, respectively and the refractive index of the dielectric
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background material is denoted as nb. As mentioned in chapter 2, almost in all photonic band
gap calculation in MPCs, the Drude model is used to show the refractive index of a metal (See
Eqn. 2.1).
Kee et al. [48] have shown that the refractive index of metallic nano-layers is modied in
the presence of a large static magnetic eld as:
nm("k) =
s
1  "
2
p
"2k
(3.1)
where
"p =
"0p
(1 ~Hext=80cmeff"k) (3.2)
In Eqn. 3.2, the plus/minus sign refers to left- or right-circularly polarized EM waves, c is the
speed of light in a vacuum, and Hext is the magnitude of the external static magnetic eld in
cgs units.
Rostalski et al. [50] have also shown that that an excess charge on the surface of a metal
nano-particle would a¤ect its plasma energy. Extra charge on the nano particles can be induced
by friction, photoemission and ion adhesion/bombardment. For example, the modied plasma
energy for a spherical silver cluster is obtained as:
"p(n) = "p(n0)
r
n0 + n
n0
(3.3)
where n0 is the number of atoms in a metallic sphere, corresponding to the number of free
electrons , and n is the number of excess electrons. This means that the plasma energy is
increased by stationary surface charge on the uncharged sphere.
We consider that the MPC is doped with an ensemble of three-level quantum dots. The
quantum dots are interacting with the metallic crystal, which is acting as a reservoir. The
electronic jbi $ jai and jci $ jai transitions are interacting via electron-photon interaction in
the dipole and rotating wave approximations. The above electronic transitions induce a dipole
moment in the quantum dots, and therefore these quantum dots are also interacting with each
other through dipole-dipole interaction [75]. The interaction Hamiltonian of the system is
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written as:
H =  
X
i=b;c
Z
c
d"k
2
p
0Zia("k)p("k)
+
ai + ia
+
ai + h:c:

(3.4)
In Eqn. 3.4, h:c: stands for the hermitian conjugate. The rst and second terms are the
electron-photon interaction and the dipole-dipole interaction, respectively. The +ai = jii haj is
called the electron raising operator, where i = b or c, while p("k) is the photon annihilation
operator. The integration contour C consists of two intervals due to the photonic band gap of
the MPC, which are  1 < "k  "l and "u < "k  1 [66]. The quantities "l and "u are the
lower and upper edges of the photonic band gap, respectively, while 0 is the vacuum decay
rate, and is dened in [85]. The form factor function (Z("k)) is given in Eqn. 2.10 in chapter
2. In Eqn. 3.4, ia is the dipole-dipole interaction parameter dened the same as Eqn. 2.41 :
ia =
X
j=b;c i6=j
[Ciaia + Cijja] (3.5)
where ia and ja are the density matrix elements associated with the transitions jii $ jai and
jji $ jai, respectively. The parameters Cia and Cij are the dipole-dipole interaction coupling
constants, which measure the strength of the dipole-dipole interaction interaction and shown
in chapter 2 (See Eqns. 2.42a). The density matrix elements (coherences) are calculated using
the density matrix method and master equation developed in references [75][86]. Using the
interaction Hamiltonian given in Eqn. 3.4, one can obtain the following expressions for the
density matrix elements of a three-level energy system driven by two external laser elds at
steady state. The system is prepared in such a way that initially the quantum dots are in the
ground state jai.
dba
d
=   [dba + iba(bb   aa) + icbbc] ba   i(
c + caca)bc   i
b(bb   aa)
  P
 0
[1 + i
p
baca(bb   aa)]ca (3.6)
dca
d
=   [dca + ica(cc   aa) + icbcb] ca   i(
b + baba)cb   i
c(cc   aa)
  P
 0
[1 + i
p
baca(cc   aa)]ba (3.7)
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dcb
d
=  dcbcb + i
cab   i
bca   P (cc + bb)  i(ba   ca)caab
+icb(jbaj2   jcaj2) (3.8)
dcc
d
=  2 c
 0
cc   i
c(ca   ac)  P (cb + bc) + icb(baac   abca) (3.9)
dbb
d
=  2 b
 0
bb   i
b(ba   ab)  P (cb + bc) + icb(abca   baac) (3.10)
where
dca = (
 c
 0
+
2c
 0
i) (3.11a)
dba = (
 b
 0
+
2b
 0
i) (3.11b)
dcb = (
 c +  b
 0
+
2(c  b)
 0
i) (3.11c)
In above equations all the parameters are dened in chapter 2. In our calculations, all energies
have been normalized with respect to  0("m)=2, where "m lies far away from the photonic band
gap of the MPC. The e¤ect of quantum interference is dened as
P =
P0
p
 b c
 0
(3.12)
The normalized Rabi frequencies are

b =
ba:Eb
~ 0
(3.13a)

c =
ca:Ec
~ 0
(3.13b)
The normalized dipole-dipole interaction parameters are
ca =
2Cca
 0
(3.14a)
ba =
2Cba
 0
(3.14b)
cb =
2Ccb
 0
(3.14c)
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In the rst conguration we assume that the two upper excited levels of the quantum dots
(jbi and jci) are close to one another, so they are almost degenerate. Here the pump eld
is absent, and the transitions jbi $ jai and jci $ jai are simultaneously driven by a weak
tunable probe eld of energy "c. For this conguration, the absorption due to the jbi $ jai and
jci $ jai transitions in the presence of the applied probe eld is dened in Eqn. 2.26 as:
(t) = 0
Im(ab(t) + ac(t))


(3.15)
where 0 is dened as:
a0 =
N0

2
2~0R
(3.16)
here, 
 is the normalized Rabi frequency.
We have obtained an analytical expression of the absorption coe¢ cient in the linear response
approximation of the Rabi frequency by using a very low driving eld as following:

0
=
A+B
C  D (3.17a)
where
A = (1 + a1(cb   ca) + a2(ca   cb)) (a3 + a4) (3.18a)
B = (a4(ca   cb)  a3(ba + cb) + 1) (a2 + a1) (3.18b)
C = (1  a1ca   a2cb)(1  a3ba   a4cb) (3.18c)
D = (a4ca + a3cb)(a2ba + a1cb) (3.18d)
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The other parameters are dened as:
a1 = i

dbadcb(
0
aa   0cc)  P 2(0cc + 0bb)
dcb(dbadca   P 2)

(3.19a)
a2 = iP

dba(
0
cc + 
0
bb)  dcb(0aa   0bb)
dcb(dbadca   P 2)

(3.19b)
a3 = i

dcbdca(
0
aa   0bb)  P 2(0cc + 0bb)
dcb(dbadca   P 2)

(3.19c)
a4 =  iP

dcb(
0
aa   0bb) + dca(0cc + 0bb)
dcb(dbadca   P 2)

(3.19d)
In Eqns. 3.17a to 3.19d and 0ij denotes the elements of the density matrix at t = 0.
In the second conguration, a probe laser eld of normalized Rabi frequency 
0c sweeps the
jci $ jai transition in order to study the absorption coe¢ cient of the quantum dots. Here the
jbi $ jai transition is driven by a strong control laser eld of normalized Rabi frequency 
0b,
which manipulates the absorption coe¢ cient. In this case to make sure that the probe and pump
elds are driving the desired transitions we consider that ca:E0b = 0 and ba:E0c = 0. In Fig.
3-2 the orientations of electric elds and dipole moments are illustrated. This conguration is
one the most famous utilized models that study quantum coherence and interference e¤ects in
three- or multi-level atoms [87][88][70]. In this case the absorption coe¢ cient is obtained as
[76]:
 = 0

Im(ac(
c)  ac(
c = 0))

c

where the normalized Rabi frequencies related to each transition are dened as [76][88].

b =
ba:E0b
~ 0
= 
0b
q
1  P 20 (3.20a)

c =
ca:E0c
~ 0
= 
0c
q
1  P 20 (3.20b)
In this conguration, we are not able to obtain the analytical expression for the absorption
coe¢ cient. Here the normalized detuning parameter represents the di¤erence between the probe
laser resonance and the excited level jci (i.e. k = 2c= 0).
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Figure 3-2: The pump eld (E0b) drives the jbi $ jai transition where ca:E0b = 0 and
similarly the probe eld (E0c) drives the jci $ jai transition where ba:E0c = 0. The quantum
interference parameter P0 = cos():
3.3 Results and Discussion
Our main focus in this section is to vary the plasma energy and then observe its e¤ects this on
the absorption coe¢ cient prole, for both quantum dot-eld congurations. Here our MPC is
made from silver spheres embedded in MgF2 (nb = 1:5). The radius of the metallic spheres
and lattice constant of the PC in reduced units are chosen as rs = 0:25 ~c/"p and L = 10:5
~c="p, respectively. The energies of the lower and upper photonic band edges are calculated
as "l = 1:81eV and "u = 2:49 eV, respectively for silver spheres with "p = 9 eV. For the rst
conguration, the normalized absorption coe¢ cient (=0) is plotted in Fig. 3-3 as a function
of the normalized detuning parameter (k = (b +c)= 0), using the analytical expression
obtained in Eqn. 3.17a. The energy levels "ba = 2:6 eV and "ca = 2:6001 eV are located very
close to each other, as the energy di¤erence between jbi and jci is taken as "cb = 0:1 meV.
In our calculation the normalized energy factor is dened as  0 = 1:57510, which gives a
decay rate with energy "m = 2:92 eV. The quantity 0 is taken as 0 = 1meV=~, from reference
[85]. All dipole-dipole interaction parameters are considered equal (i.e. ca = cb = cb = ),
and the maximum quantum interference strength is applied, (i.e. P0 = 1).
In Fig. 3-3, the solid and dotted curves show the normalized absorption coe¢ cients the
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Figure 3-3: Steady state results for the normalized absorption spectrum(=0), given in arbi-
trary units (a.u.), as a function of the normalized probe eld detuning (k), which given in Eq.
(23). The solid curve corresponds to  = 0 and p = 9 eV. For the dotted, dash-dotted and
dashed curves we have =0.1, while the plasma energy is varied as p = 9 eV (dotted curve),
8.97 eV (dash-dotted curve) and 8.95 eV (dashed curve).
dipole-dipole interaction parameters  = 0 and  = 0:1, respectively, while the plasma energy
in both cases is taken as "p = 9 eV. We note that the absorption spectrum has one sharp dip and
two peaks. However, the two peaks are not shown in Fig. 3-3 because the detuning parameter
is taken to lie very close the dip. The dip in absorption corresponds to a transparent resonance,
and is due to the cancellation of the spontaneous emission through quantum interference. Note
that in the presence of dipole-dipole interaction the sharp dip in the absorption prole shifts
to the left side of the zero detuning k =  0:019; as indicated by the dotted curve in Fig. 3-3.
This shift in the dip is due the presence of dipole-dipole interaction, which causes a change in
the detuning parameter, as the energy di¤erence between levels jbi and jci changes (See Eqn.
3.4).
Interesting results are obtained when the plasma energy of the MPC is changed while
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Figure 3-4: The normalized absorption coe¢ cient versus normalized time  for plasma frequency
p = 9 eV (dotted curve), p = 8.97 eV (dashed curve) and p = 8.95 eV (long dashed curve).
Here  0(2.92 eV)=1.57510 for bc=0.1 meV, 
=0.01 and P0=1.
considering the dipole-dipole interaction( = 0:1). The dotted, dash-dotted and dashed curves
are plotted for "p = 9 eV, "p = 8:97 eV and "p = 8:95 eV, respectively. When the plasma energy
decreases, the dip shifts to new locations at k =  0:017 and k =  0:016. Consequently,
the transparency at k =  0:019 disappears, and is replaced with strong absorption. This
phenomenon occurs because the locations of band edges of the MPC changes when the plasma
energy is modied. This change in the photonic band gap a¤ects the linewidths  b and  c
through the form factor (See Eqns. 2.15a and 2.17a). In summary, these results demonstrated
that the system can be switched from an absorbing state to a transparent state by changing
the plasma energy in the presence of dipole-dipole interaction.
To understand the physical behavior of the system at k =  0:019 due to the plasma energy,
we have studied the time evolution of the absorption spectrum. Here, the di¤erential equations
for the density matrix elements given in Eqns. 3.6 to 3.10 in the presence of dipole-dipole
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interaction for a weak laser probe eld (
 = 
c = 
b = 0:01) are solved numerically. We have
used the dverk78 method (seventh-eighth order continuous RungeKutta) provided by Maple.
Our results show that the dverk78 method has a rather higher precision in comparison to
other available methods. As an initial condition, we assume that (0)aa = 1, 
(0)
bb = 
(0)
cc = 0
and (0)ij = 0. This result is plotted in Fig. 3-4, where the dotted, dashed and long-dashed
curves are plotted for plasma energies "p = 9 eV, "p = 8:97 eV and "p = 8:95 eV, respectively.
Our calculations show that for "p = 8:95 eV, the absorption prole exhibits oscillations and
eventually reaches a steady state. However, when we change the plasma energy to "p = 9 eV, the
oscillatory behaviour of the absorption prole disappears, and the system becomes transparent,
reaching its steady state exponentially.
Note that the achieved results have a reasonable explanation based on the derived theory
associated with the temporal behaviour of the absorption prole. It is well-known that the
number of oscillations during the temporal evolution of quantum coherence is proportional to
the value of the decay rate for related energy transitions. As the linewidths increase, the number
of oscillations decreases.
To show the variation of the linewidths (  b and  c) as a function of plasma energy, the
form factor squared (Z2("p)) is plotted in Fig. 3-5 for di¤erent photon energies ("k), lying just
above the upper photonic band edge. In this gure, the solid, dashed and dash-dotted curves
correspond to photon energies of "k = 2:6 eV, "k = 2:61 eV and "k = 2:62 eV, respectively.
From these results, it is seen that the linewidths increase when the plasma energy increases.
Note that in Fig. 3-5, the lattice constant of the MPC and the radius of the metallic spheres
are given as functions of the plasma energy, which is done in order to simplify our numerical
simulations. For the range of plasma energies considered, the variation in these parameters is
negligibly small and thus can be ignored.
We have again calculated the absorption coe¢ cient using Eqns. 3.6 to 3.10 to investigate
the accuracy of the derived analytical expression for the rst conguration. We found that there
is a good agreement between analytical and exact calculations, for small values of dipole-dipole
interaction parameters. These results are not plotted because they give the same curves as in
Fig. 3-3. This means that the analytical expression obtained in this paper gives excellent results
for small values of dipole-dipole interaction parameters, and can be used by experimentalists
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Figure 3-5: Plot of the form factor squared Z2(p) just above the upper photonic band edge
versus the plasma energy for a MPC with nm(k) =
q
1  2p=2k, nb = 1.5, rs = 0:25~c=p and
L = 10:5~c=p, for k= 2.6 eV (solid curve), k = 2.61 eV (dashed curve) and k = 2.62 eV
(dash-dotted curve).
to compare their results with the present theory. However, the analytical expression does not
agree with the exact expression for large values of .
In Fig. 3-6, the dashed and solid curves show results from the numerical calculation and
analytical expression, respectively. As one can see for  = 0:1, these curves are closely matched
around k =  0:02. As the dipole-dipole interaction parameter increases to  = 0:5, both
curves shift to the left but they are no longer closely matched.
For the second conguration the normalized absorption coe¢ cient in calculated by numer-
ically solving Eqns. 3.6 to 3.10, with the same set of initial conditions. The pump laser eld
is considered to be resonant with jbi $ jai transition, (i.e. b = 0). The resonance energies
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Figure 3-6: Steady state results for normalized absorption spectrum (=0) in arbitrary units
(a.u.) as a function of the normalized probe eld detuning (k). Here the dashed curves show
the results obtained from the derived analytical expression given in Eq. 3.17a, while the solid
curves are obtained by numerically solving Eqs. 3.6-3.10. Parameters for this gure are taken
as p= 9 eV, =0.1 and =0.5.
are located at "ac = 2:4857 eV and "ab = 2:9 eV. Note that in this conguration, the resonance
energies are not close to each other. The normalized Rabi frequencies of the pump and probe
elds are taken as 
0c = 1 and 
0b = 20. Here the strength of the quantum interference, P0, is
taken as 0:99 [76].
Fig. 3-7 shows the steady state of the absorption prole versus the normalized probe laser
detuning (k = 2c= 0), while considering the dipole-dipole interaction ( = 1). The solid,
dashed and dash-doted curves correspond to plasma energies of "p = 9:00 eV, "p = 8:999 eV
and "p = 8:995 eV, respectively. Note that the absorption coe¢ cient has only one peak for
"p = 9:00 eV, which splits into two peaks for plasma energies "p = 8:999 eV and "p = 8:995 eV.
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This splitting, which is well-known as the induced Autler-Townes splitting [89], is due to the
splitting of the ground state because of the presence of the strong pump eld. This splitting
disappears for "p = 9:00 eV because of the broadening of dressed states which are larger than
the energy splitting. These results show that the system can be switched from one absorption
peak to two due by changing the plasma frequency. In Fig. 3-7, the dipole-dipole interaction
causes the observed asymmetry and the small amount of gain with inversion, which corresponds
to the negative values of absorption.
Another remarkable result is shown in Figs. 3-8 and 3-9, where the positions of energy
transitions are roughly switched with one another. Here the resonant energies are "ac = 2:9 eV
and "ab = 2:487 eV. As it seen in Fig. 3-8, the peak in the absorption coe¢ cient for "p = 9:00
eV (solid curve) is almost below zero, lying near the zero detuning parameter (k = 0). If
we decrease "p, the solid peak moves above the zero line and starts splitting into two peaks
due to the Autler-Townes splitting, as shown by the dashed and dotted curves. Thus, we nd
that the system changes from gain to absorption around the zero detuning parameter. This
e¤ect is also known as population inversion. To show the population inversion we have also
plotted the population di¤erence (cc   aa) in Fig. 3-9. One can see clearly that for "p = 8:97
eV and "p = 8:95 eV, there is no population inversion near the zero detuning parameter. For
"p = 9:00 eV, the curve moves to positive region and population inversion occurs. This means
that population inversion in the system can be achieved by changing the plasma energy.The gain
state in the system is due to the quantum coherences in the jbi $ jai and jci $ jai transitions
(i.e.Im(ba) and Im(ca)) and quantum interference P [90]. When the plasma energy lies, for
example, at "p = 8:95 eV,  b is greater than  c, and so the electrons in state jbi have a smaller
lifetime than electrons in state jci. Due to quantum coherence, more electrons move from state
jbi to state jci via state jai than the electrons from state jci to jbi, but for this case we do not
get cc > aa. However, when we change the plasma energy to "p = 8:97 eV, the linewidth for
transitionjbi $ jai (  b) becomes very large compared to the transition jci $ jai (  c). In this
case a large number of electrons move from state jbi to jci because the lifetime of state jbi is
very small compared to the lifetime of state jci; thus we observe gain.
Finally, we comment on a possible switching nanoscale device made by using the physics of
the present paper. We have found that three-level quantum dots doped in metallic photonic
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Figure 3-7: Steady state results for normalized absorption spectrum (=0), in arbitrary units
(a.u.), as a function of the normalized probe eld detuning (k = 2c= 0) for a xed value of
DDI parameter (  = 1) and di¤erent plasma energies. The jci $ jai transition decay rate
 c(ac = 2:4857 eV) is 41.28 0 for p=9.00 eV (solid curves), 23.33 0 for p=8.999 eV (dashed
curves) and 12.13 0 for p=8.995 eV (dash-dotted curves). The jbi $ jai transition decay rate
 b(ab = 2:9eV ) is 1.575 0. The other parameters are b=0 (The pump laser eld detuning),
P0 = 0.99 (quantum interference), 
0c=1 and 
0b=20 (normalized Rabi frequencies).
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crystals can be switched from a transparent state to an absorbing state by changing the plasma
energy. The plasma energy of metals can be changed by applying a pulsed magnetic eld, as
pointed out in Ref. [48]. By applying such a eld, the photonic device formed from nano size
quantum dots doped in a metallic photonic crystal can be switched from the ON position to the
OFF position. For example, with a certain plasma energy the system will be in its transparent
state. Therefore, in this case the probe laser will propagate through the system, and the optical
switch can be considered to be in an OFF position. On the other hand, due to the application
of the pulsed magnetic eld, the plasma energy can be changed in such a way so that the system
switches to the absorbing state. Then the laser beam will be completely reected by the system,
and in this case the switch is ON.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have studied the e¤ect of a changing plasma frequency on the absorption
prole of quantum dots. We consider that the quantum dots are doped in a metallic photonic
crystal fabricated from metallic spheres embedded in a background dielectric material. These
quantum dots are considered as an ensemble of three-level energy systems, containing two
excited states and a ground state. The quantum dots are interacting with each other via the
dipole-dipole interaction, and they are coupled with plasma-photon modes present the system.
We also consider quantum interference between the two decay channels from the excited levels
to the ground state. We consider that a probe laser eld is applied to the system in order to
study the absorption coe¢ cient for two possible eld congurations. Absorption occurs due
to the transitions from the ground state to an excited state, and it is calculated by using the
density matrix method. In the rst conguration, the probe eld couples with the ground state
and the two excited states, which have energies lying very close to one another. In the dipole
approximation, the transition between excited states is forbidden. In this case it is found that
the position of the transparent peak is moved, due to a slight change in the plasma energy. This
means that the transparent state becomes an absorbing state. In the second conguration, a
pump eld couples with only one excited state, while the probe eld couples to the other. In
this case, we found that a peak in the absorption prole appears due to plasmon coupling, and
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this peak splits into two peaks when the plasma energy is decreased. This change in plasma
energy can also take the system from the absorption region to the gain region. These are very
interesting results and can be useful for developing nanoscale plasmonic devices.
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Figure 3-8: Steady state results for normalized absorption spectrum (=0) in arbitrary units
(a.u.) as a function of the normalized probe eld detuning (k = 2c= 0) for a xed and
di¤erent value of DDI parameter and plasma energy, respectively. The jbi $ jai transition
decay rate  b(ab = 2:487eV ) is 12.46 0 for p=9.00 eV (solid curves), 4.90 0, for p=8.97 eV
(dashed curves) and 3.98 0 for p=8.95 eV (dotted curves). The jci $ jai transition decay
rate  c(ac = 2:9eV ) is 1.575 0. The other parameters b=0 (The pump laser eld detuning),
P0=0.99 (quantum interference), 
0c=1 and 
0b=20 (normalized Rabi frequencies).
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Figure 3-9: Population di¤erence (cc aa) as a function of the normalized probe eld detuning
(k = 2c= 0) for a xed and di¤erent value of DDI parameter and plasma energy, respectively.
The jbi $ jai transition decay rate  b(ab = 2:487eV ) is 12.46 0 for p=9.00 eV (solid curves),
4.90 0, for p=8.97 eV (dashed curves) and 3.98 0 for p=8.95 eV (dotted curves). The
jci $ jai transition decay rate  c(ac = 2:9eV ) is 1.575 0. The other parameters areb=0 (The
pump laser eld detuning), P0=0.99 (quantum interference), 
0c=1 and 
0b=20 (normalized
Rabi frequencies).
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Chapter 4
Decay of a quantum dot in
two-dimensional metallic photonic
crystals
4.1 Introduction
There is a great deal of interest in two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystals due to their relative
ease of fabrication as well as the underlying idea that two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystals
can be used to develop a direct continuation of planar integrated optics [91]. Recently, 2-D
MPCs have been fabricated by using various methods[92][93][94]. For example, Katsarakis et al.
[92] reported the fabrication of 2-D MPCs consisting of square and triangular lattices of nickel
pillars using deep X-ray lithography. They showed that the photonic band structures of these
crystals exhibited high-pass lter characteristics with a cuto¤ in the far-infrared energy regime.
Puscasu et al. [93] used a 2-D metallodielectric photonic crystal to investigate narrow-band
infrared sources and spectroscopic sensors. Zhang et al. [94] fabricated 2-D MPC waveguides
using solution-processible gold nanoparticles.
For device applications it is critical to accurately calculate higher-order photonic band gaps.
Typically, the band structures of 2-D MPCs are determined with numerical approaches such
as the plane wave method (PWM) [95], transfer matrix method (TMM) [96], nite-di¤erence
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time-domain method (FDTD) [97] [98] and multiple multipole method (MMP) [99]. For ex-
ample, Ustyantsev et al. [98] investigated the e¤ect of di¤erent dielectric backgrounds on the
band structure of MPCs composed of circular metallic pillars in a square lattice. They used
the PWM and FDTD method to determine the photonic dispersion bands and the TMM to
determine the reectivity characteristics. Takayma and Cada [100] reported theoretical results
of photonic band gaps based on the TMM for a MPC in the form of a hexagonal lattice consist-
ing of silver pillars in anodic porous alumina. However, it is very complicated to use numerical
band structure methods in studying the absorption and emission of light in these structures.
On the other hand, analytical expressions are very useful for experimentalists so that they can
analyze their data easily. There are also many useful applications for analytical expressions of
photonic dispersion relations. For example, these expressions allow for an accurate determina-
tion of band gaps in all crystal directions. Determination of very narrow photonic band gaps
is important for the design of oversized single-mode photonic cavities or waveguides. They are
also very useful for rigorous error analysis and help establish error tolerance in numerical sim-
ulation techniques. Finding an analytical formulation of band structures in photonic crystals
represents a major mathematical challenge because analytical expressions for the band struc-
ture are generally limited to one-dimensional structures [101]. Recently, some e¤ort has been
devoted towards developing analytical models [102][103][104][105] for 2-D photonic crystals in
order to understand and predict the physical properties of these photonic crystals without the
need for heavy and time consuming calculations.
Some e¤orts have also been placed towards obtaining analytical expressions for photonic
dispersion relations in 2-D MPCs. For example, Pokrovsky et al. [106] presented an analytical
theory for low-energy EM waves in MPCs with a small volume fraction of metal. Wang et al.
[107] developed an analytical expression for the e¤ective velocity of EM waves at low energies
for 2-D dielectric photonic crystals and MPCs.
In this chapter we study the quantum optics and band structure of the 2-D MPC crystals.
We consider 2-D MPCs made from rectangular metallic pillars arranged periodically in a 2-D
plane, where air is taken as the background medium1. The advantage of choosing two metals
1A. Hatef and M. Singh, Decay of a quantum dot in two-dimensional metallic photonic crystals Optics
Communications 284, 2363-2369, (2011).
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lies in the fact that one can easily control the size and location of crystals photonic band gap by
manipulating the plasma frequencies of two metals rather than one. This structure has another
advantage in that one can obtain analytical expressions for the band structure, density of states,
linewidth and absorption coe¢ cients. These expressions can be very useful for experimental
studies and device design involving metallic photonic crystals.
We have used the TMM to derive an analytical expression of the photonic dispersion relation
in our 2-D MPC. The photonic band structure is obtained by using the dispersion relation. An
analytical expression of the photonic density of states has also been derived. We have investi-
gated the e¤ect of modifying the plasma energy of the metals in the MPC on the spontaneous
emission in these structures. To study spontaneous emission, we consider the situation where a
two-level quantum dot is doped in our MPC. The quantum dot is interacting with the photonic
states of the crystal via the electron-photon interaction. Analytical expressions of the linewidth
and spectral function of the quantum dot due to spontaneous emission have been calculated
by using the Schrödinger equation method. Numerical simulations have been performed on the
band structure and density of states in all 2-D crystal directions. We consider a MPC consisting
of aluminum (Al) with zinc (Zn) in an air background. This structure gives a complete 2-D
photonic band gap. The density of states of photons has also been calculated in all crystal
directions. It is found that density of states has singularities near the band edges. This agrees
with the ndings of other researchers in the literature [98]. Finally we have calculated the
e¤ect of the plasma energy on the spectral function for spontaneous emission, which contains
information about the linewidths of the energy levels of the quantum dot. It is found that
manipulating the normalized plasma energy of the metal changes the width of the absorption
peak. This means that by changing the plasma energy one can control spontaneous emission
in these structures.
4.2 Two Dimensional Metallic Photonic Crystals
As is schematically depicted in Fig. 4-1, we consider a 2-D MPC made from two rectangular
metallic pillars B and C with dielectric constants b and c, innite in the z -direction. The unit
cell is arranged in a simple tetragonal lattice. In each unit cell the opening domain (A) has a
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square shape, and is empty (i.e. an air space) with a dielectric constant a. The structure is
homogeneous in the z -direction and periodic in the x and y directions with period L; therefore
the unit cell for this crystal is a square. The metallic pillars used in the MPC are conductors in
which electrons are free to move. When an EM eld is propagating in a metal, the conductivity
of the metal is energy dependant. According to the Lorentz model, the dielectric constants of
a metal is obtained as
b;c("k) = 1 
"2p
"k ("k + i)
(4.21)
where "p is called the plasma energy and is obtained as
"2p =
n~2e2
m0
. (4.22)
The plasma energy is the natural energy of oscillation for the electron gas in the metal pillars.
In the above equations, n is the electron concentration, e is the electron charge, m is the mass
of an electron and  is the relaxation energy of the electrons in a pillar.
Kady et al. [108] utilized the energy dependency of the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric constant for noble metals (i.e. Al, Ag, Au, and Cu). They showed that the imaginary
part of dielectric constant (i.e. loss) is negligible in the range of optical and ultraviolet frequen-
cies. Here the value of the relaxation energy is on the order of few meV and can be ignored
without any signicant variation in our calculations [109].
4.3 Spontaneous Emission Decay Rate
The 2-D MPC is doped with a two-level quantum dot. Energy levels of the quantum dot
are denoted as jai and jbi, where the former is the ground state (see Fig. 4-2). We consider
that the quantum dot decays spontaneously from the excited state to the ground state via the
electron-photon (EP) interaction. The Hamiltonian of the system is written as:
H =
24 "ba(zba + 12) + RC d"k2 "kp+("k)p("k)
  RC d"k2 z("k)[p("k)+ba +  bap+("k)]
35 (4.23)
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of the dielectric function in the 2-D separable rectangular MPC. The
large white square region has a dielectric constant a = 2n21, while the small dark square and
rectangular regions have b = 2n22 and c = n
2
1 + n
2
2, respectively. The parameters a and b give
the thicknesses of the layers and L = a+b is the lattice constant in both the x and y directions.
Here +ba = jbi haj ,  ba = jai hbj and zba=jbi hbj jai haj. The p("k) and p+("k) operators denote
the annihilation and creation of photons, respectively. The rst and second terms correspond
to the Hamiltonians of the quantum dot and photons in the photonic crystal, respectively. The
third term describes the coupling between a quantum dot and photons. The integration contour
C consists of two intervals:  1 < "k  "v and "c  "k < 1. Here "v and "c are the lower
and the upper band edges of photonic band gap, respectively, such that the photonic band gap
of the the MPC lies between "v and "c. Note that there is no integration between energies "v
and "c. In Eqn. 4.23 "k is photon energy which is obtained from the band structure of 2-D
MPC. The band structure is calculated by using the separable model [102][103][104][105]. We
consider transverse electric (TE) plane waves propagating in the x -y plane (i.e. kz = 0) on 2-D
crystal. The length and width of pillar B are taken the same, and are denoted as b. Similarly
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Figure 4-2: A schematic diagram of a two-level quantum dot where the levels are denoted
by jai and jbi. When the quantum dot is in the excited state is decays to the ground state
spontaneously.
the length and width of pillar C is taken as a and b, respectively. The periodicity of the crystal
along x and y directions is given as L = a+ b. The dispersion relation is obtained as
cos (KxL) = Fx("k; ) (4.24a)
cos (KyL) = Fy("k; ) (4.24b)
where
Fx("k; ) = +    ' (4.25a)
Fy("k; ) =   (1  +) (4.25b)
 = cos
 r"kn1
~c
2  2a! cos r"kn2
~c
2  2b! (4.26a)
 =
 
"kn1
~c
2
+
 
"kn2
~c
2  22
2
q 
"kn1
~c
2   2q  "kn2~c 2  2 (4.26b)
' = sin
 r"kn1
~c
2   2a! sin r"kn2
~c
2   2b! (4.26c)
where  is separation constant , n21 and n
2
2 are related to a, b and c as a = 2n
2
1, b = 2n
2
2 and
c = n
2
1+n
2
2. Generally, the band structure of a square lattice is plotted in symmetric directions
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in the Brilliouin zone. The centre of the Brilliouin zone is located at (Kx = 0;Ky = 0) and is
denoted as  . The other symmetric points are called X and M and are at (Kx = =L;Ky = 0)
and (Kx = 0;Ky = =L), respectively. The band structure is then plotted along three major
directions   X,   M and X  M .
In Eqn. 4.23, z("k) is called the coupling constant and is obtained as
z("k) =
p
0
s
32~3c3
dxdydz"2k
D("k) (4.27)
0 =
2"3ba
30~4c3
(4.28)
where 0 is the linewidth for an energy level of the quantum dot when it is located in a vacuum.
The coupling constant controls the coupling between photons and electrons and depends on the
photon density of states function D("k) (density of states) in the 2-D MPC . This function is
calculated from the dispersion relation (Eqns. 4.24a and 4.24b) as follows.
We consider that dx, dy and dz are the dimensions of 2-D MPC along x, y and z direction,
respectively. By using the concept of the density of states the summation over and Kx and Ky
can be replaced by integration over photon energy "k as
X
Kx
X
Ky
=
Z
D("k)d"k (4.29)
where D("k) is obtained as
D("k) =
dxdy

k?
dk?
d"k
(4.30)
where
k? =
1
L
q
[arccosFx("k; )]
2 + [arccosFy("k; )]
2 (4.31)
with the help of the above equation the density of states is then evaluated as
D("k) =
dxdy
L
24 Gx(")x ("k)p
1  F 2x ("k)
+
Gy(")y ("k)q
1  F 2y ("k)
35 (4.32)
where
 ("k) = 

1 ("k) + 

2 ("k) + 

3 ("k) (4.33)
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where
1 ("k) =   cos (k1a) sin (k2a)

n2dn2"ka
(~c)2 k2

(4.34a)
  cos (k2a) sin (k1a)

an21"k
k1 (~c)2

(4.34b)
1 ("k) =   cos (k1a) sin (k2a)

n2dn2"ka
(~c)2 k2

(4.34c)
  cos (k2a) sin (k1a)

an21"k
k1 (~c)2

(4.34d)
2 ("k) = sin (k1a) sin (k2b) (4.34e)"
n2dn2"kk1
(~c)2 k32
  n
2
1"k
(~c)2 k2k1
+
n21"kk2
(~c)2 k31
  n2dn2"k
(~c)2 k1k2
#
(4.34f)
3 ("k) = sin (k1a) cos (k2a)

2n2dn2"ka
(~c)2 k2

(4.34g)
+sin (k2a) cos (k1a)

an21"k
k1 (~c)2

(4.34h)
where + and   stand for y and x, respectively. Other terms are dened as
n2d =
(1 + "2p"
 2
k )q 
1  "2p="2k
 (4.35a)
k1  =
r"kn1
~c
2   2; k1+ =r"kn1~c 2 + 2 (4.35b)
k2  =
r"kn2
~c
2   2; k2+ =r"kn2~c 2 + 2 (4.35c)
To nd the decay rate of the quantum dot we use the Schrödinger equation method. The
Schrödinger equation is written as
(H   "k)j ki = 0 (4.36)
The eigenstate of system can be written as a single particle eigenket in the form
j ki = gk +j0i+
Z
C
d"k
2
fk("k)p
+("k)j0i, (4.37)
where the vacuum state of the system is denoted as j0i. Putting Eqn. 4.37 into Eqn. 4.36 the
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Schrödinger equation takes the form
("0   "k)fk("k) = C
p
D("k)gk (4.38a)
("ba   "k)gk = C
Z
C
d"k
2
p
D("k)fk("k), (4.38b)
where C is a constant, given as
C =

32~3c30
dxdydz"2ba
1=2
(4.39)
When the eigenvalue "k lies outside the photonic band gap the solution of the rst equation
can be written as
fk("k) = 2("
0   "k) + lim
s!0+
C
p
D("k)
"0   "k   isgk. (4.40)
Putting fk("k) into Eqn. 4.38b we obtain
("ba   "k)gk = C
p
D("k) + lim
s!0+
Z
C
d"k
2
C2D("k)
"0   "k   isgk. (4.41)
Let us dene a quantity called self-energy ba ("k) as
ba ("k) = lim
s!0+
Z
C
d"k
2
C2D("k)
"0   "k   is (4.42)
Putting this into Eqn. 4.38b we get the expression for gk as
gk("k) =
C
p
D("k)
"ba   "k   ba ("k) (4.43)
Note that ba is a complex quantity. The real part of the self-energy gives the energy shift and
the imaginary part gives the decay rate or linewidth:
ba = ba + i ba, (4.44)
where
ba = P
Z
C
d"k
2

C2D("k)
"0   "k

, (4.45)
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and P stands for the principal part. The expression for the linewidth is calculated as
 ba = 0

32~3c3
dxdydz"2ab

D("ab). (4.46)
Note that the linewidth has a very large value when the resonance energy "ba lies near the
photonic band edges but outside the photonic band gap. Putting the expression of density of
states into the above expression, we nd
 ba = 0

3~3c3
dz"2ab
24 Gx("k)x ("k)
Lx
p
1  F 2x ("k)
+
Gy("k)y ("k)
Ly
q
1  F 2y ("k)
35 . (4.47)
The probability of nding the quantum dot in the excited state is then found as
I("k) = jgkj2 . (4.48)
This quantity is called the spectral density of the radiation due to spontaneous emission and is
found as
I("k) =
C2D("ab) 
"k   "ba +2ba
2
+ C4D2("ab)
. (4.49)
Note that in empty space, I("k) reduces into the standard Wigner-Weisskopf expression for a
natural radiation line width.
4.4 Results and Discussions
For our numerical simulations of the 2-D MPC we choose a dielectric-metal composite. The
structure is homogeneous in the z-direction and periodic in the x and y directions. We consider
that the crystal is made from square and rectangular metallic pillars embedded in a background
dielectric material. The rectangular pillars are connected to the sides of square pillars. In our
simulation the background dielectric material is air. The dielectric functions in Eqns. 4.26a
and 4.26c can be written as following:
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a = 2n
2
1 = n
2
a = 1 (4.50a)
b = 2n
2
2 = n
2
b = 1 
"2pb
"2
(4.50b)
c = n
2
1 + n
2
2 = n
2
c = 1 
"2pc
"2
(4.50c)
where the "bp and "cp are the plasma energy of pillars A and B, respectively. Substituting the
values of n21 =
1
2 and n
2
2 =
1
2(1  
"2pb
"2
) into Eqns. 4.50a to 4.50c we get the following relation
between the plasma frequencies of the metallic pillars.
"pc =
"pbp
2
(4.51)
This shows that our calculation is valid for any metallic pillars which satisfy this relation.
Several options are available for di¤erent metals whose plasma energies satisfy Eqn. 4.51. For
instance, options for pillars B and C include aluminium (Al) and zinc (Zn), with plasma energies
"p(Al) = 15:1 eV [110] and "p(Zn) = 10:1 eV [111] or copper (Cu) and platinum (Pt) with plasma
energies of "p(Cu) = 7:4 eV and "p(Pt) = 5:1 eV [112]. In our simulations, "pb is chosen to satisfy
the relation "pbL2~c =  in order to study the e¤ect of changing plasma energy, and we take
n21 = 0:5 and n
2
2 = 0:5  1"2n , where "n =
p
2

L"k
2~c =
p
2 "k"pb is dened as the normalized energy.
In order to visualize and analyze the direction and propagation behavior of incident EM
waves inside the MPC, we employ constant-energy contour diagrams in wave vector space (K)
whose gradient vectors give the group velocities of the photonic modes. To plot constant-energy
contours of the crystal we eliminate  in Eqns. 4.24a and 4.24b using MAPLE code for plotting
a parametric system of real nonlinear equations.
Fig. 4-3 illustrate several constant-energy contours, which are the projections of the photonic
bands in the (Kx, Ky) plane, for various normalized energy in the reduced Brilliouin zone
( 1 < KxL= < 1,  1 < KyL= < 1). For the given parameters ( a = 0:5L and b = 0:5L )
and  = 1, our calculations show there is a low-energy complete photonic band gap from zero
up to a normalized cut-o¤ energy ("n = 0:9), and below that the normal surface is an exact
square which means no EM modes can propagate through the crystal, and hence the MCP
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Figure 4-3: Normal surface in the (Kx, Ky) plane of the 2-D MPC at di¤erent normalized
energies. The normal surfaces plotted in the reduced Brillouin zone exhibit a fourfold symmetry.
The parameters are n21 = 0:5, n
2
2 = 0:5  1="2n , a = 0:5L and b = 0:5L.
behaves like a perfect reector. However, a high-energy complete photonic band gap appears in
the normalized energy region between (1:15, 1:30) where the normal surfaces on this range of
energy are all exactly square (see Fig. 4-3). Above the normalized cut-o¤ energy between (0:93,
1:01) the contours are in the form of circles, meaning that the MPC behaves like a isotropic
homogenous medium. By increasing the normalized energy the contours are no longer circular,
showing the e¤ect of the periodic structure of MPC. For example, at the normalized energy
of "n = 1:03, a partial photonic band gap occurs at KxL= = 1. However, at the normalized
energy of "n = 1:06 a partial photonic band gap occurs at KxL= = 1 and KyL= = 1.
We also studied the e¤ect of an increase in the plasma energy on the photonic band gap; our
calculations show that by increasing the value of plasma energy the photonic band gap shifts
towards the smaller energies. For example for 5% ( = 1:05) and 10% ( = 1:10) increases
in plasma energy, the normalized full photonic band gap lies between (1:10, 1:28) and (1:00,
1:27), respectively. Using the relation between normalized energy and real energy one can easily
calculate the range of the energies of the photonic band gap. For example for "pb = 15:1 eV
the photonic band gap for  = 1:0 lies in the ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum
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between (12:28 eV, 13:89 eV).
Fig. 4-4 shows the numerical result of the band structure for TE waves with the electric
Figure 4-4: Band structure of the 2-D MPC with parameters n21 = 0:5, n
2
2 = 0:5   1="2n ,
a = 0:5L and b = 0:5L. The vertical axis is the normalized energy ("n) and the horizontal axis
is normalized wave vector (K=L). Special points  , M , X correspond to K = 0, K = (=L)i,
K = (=L)i+ (=L)j and K = (=L)j respectively. The second complete PBG occupies the
normalized energy region between (1:15, 1:30).
eld vector lying perpendicular to the plane of propagation (Kx, Ky plane) along the paths
connected by the symmetry wave vector points of  , X and M . These points are located
at (Kx = 0;Ky = 0), (Kx = =L, Ky = 0) and (Kx = =L;Ky = =L), respectively. To calcu-
late the band structure of rectangular MPC we have developed MAPLE code for solving the
system of real nonlinear equations given in Eqns. 4.24a and 4.24b using the function FSOLVE.
To plot the band structure along the   X direction, we set Ky = 0 in Eqn. 4.24b and divide
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the normalized energy into 600 intervals (["ni ; "ni+1 ], i = 0, 1, 2:::600). Substituting a given
value of normalized energy ("n) we are able to determine the values of , and using these values
with their correspondent normalized energy in Eqn. 4.24a, we obtain the corresponding value
of Kx between (0, =L). In this direction we have the largest photonic band gap, which lies
between (1:03, 1:3). In the X  M direction we put Kx = =L in Eqn. 4.24a and perform the
same calculation to nd all the possible values of Ky between (0, =L). In this direction the
photonic band gap lies between (1:15, 1:3). For the M     direction we divide the (K = 0,
K = =L) interval into 40 intervals ([Ki;Ki+1], i = 0, 1, 2:::40) and use the same Ki instead
of Kx and Ky in Eqns. 4.24a and 4.24b. We simultaneously solve these equations for  and
normalized energy. In this direction the rst photonic band gap occurs at the normalized energy
between (1:15, 1:4). Our results are approximately consistent with results found by Ustyantsev
et al. [98], especially in rst and second bands, where they used the FDTD method combined
with auxiliary di¤erential equations. Their photonic crystal was composed of circular metallic
rods arranged in a square lattice and embedded in an air background.
The existence of photonic band gaps in each direction is conrmed in the density of states
calculation. We show that the density of states vanishes for energies lying within the photonic
band gap. To calculate the spectral density of the radiation due to spontaneous emission, one
needs to nd the total density of states by adding up all the values of density of states in each
direction for a given energy.
To calculate this parameter we used Eqns. 4.33 to 4.34g and the developed MAPLE code
which uses the FSOLVE function. We divide the (K = 0;K = =L) interval into 40 intervals
([Ki;Ki+1], i = 0, 1, 2:::40). Substituting each Ki instead of Kx and Ky in Eqns. 4.25a to 4.26c
for each direction gives all the possible solutions for  and normalized energy. We substituted
these solutions in Eqn. 4.32 and calculate the total density of states value. The results of the
calculation for  = 1:0 is shown in Fig. 4-5, where we show that the density of states vanishes
in the region of the photonic band gap. Note that at the band edges the value of density of
states approaches innity. To show the detailed features of the of density of states behavior,
we omit values greater than 150.
The normalized spectral function I (") =I (0) has also been calculated as a function of energy,
where the results are shown in Fig. 4-6. The peak of the spectrum is located at zero detuning.
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Figure 4-5: Plot of the normalized density of states D("n) of the MPC versus the normalized
energy
p
2L"k
2~c

with parameters n21 = 0:5, n
2
2 = 0:5  1="2n , a = 0:5L and b = 0:5L.
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We know that the width of the peak at half maximum gives the linewidth. It can be proved as
follows: The height of the maximum is I (0) = 2I0= . Then the half maximum has value I0= .
Putting this into Eqn. 4.49 we get
I0
 
= I0
 =2
("k   "ba)2 + [ =2]2
. (4.52)
Solving this equation we get
" = "ba   =2. (4.53)
This proves that the energy width ("+   " ) of the half maxima is equal to  .
To calculate the linewidth for di¤erent excitation energies ("ba) we use Eqn. 4.47, where
the height of the 2-D MPC and the plasma energy is 200 nm and "p(Al) = 15:1 eV, respectively.
We choose three excitation energies energies which are far away from ("ba = 10:7 eV), close to
("ba = 11:75 eV) and very close to ("ba = 12:1 eV) the lower-energy photonic band gap. The
values of the linewidth for these three energies are 3:10, 2:80 and 12:10 , respectively. The
results from our simulation of the normalized spectral function are shown in Fig. 4-7. Note
that the dotted curve has the greatest width because of the maximum linewidth near the edge
of the photonic band gap. We also studied the normalized spectral functions variation due to
modication of the plasma energy. Fig. 4-7 shows the behavior of the spectral function for a
xed energy, "ba = 10:8 eV, where the solid, dashed and dotted curves correspond to  = 1:00 ,
1:05 and 1:10, respectively. The values of the linewidth energies are 5:700 ( = 1:0), 3:990
( = 1:05) and 7:090 ( = 1:10). Note when the plasma energy is changed, the linewidth is
also changed. This occurs due to the linewidth dependency on the density of states, as pointed
out by Eqn. 4.47.
4.5 Conclusions
We have developed an analytical theory for the photonic band structure and density of states of
two-dimensional rectangular metallic photonic crystals. The transfer matrix method is used to
derive analytical expressions for the dispersion relation of the metallic photonic crystal, which
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Figure 4-6: Plot of the normalized spectral function as a function of photon energy detuning
for di¤erent resonance energies ("ba) and a xed normalized plasma energy ( = 1:0). Here, the
height of the 2-D MPC is 200 nm and the plasma energy is "p(Al) = 15:1 eV. The excitation
energies are "ba = 10:7 eV , "ba = 11:75 eV and "ba = 12:1 eV. The values of the linewidth
for these three energies are   = 3:10 (dashed line), 2:80 (solid line) and 12:10 (dotted line),
respectively.
are used to obtain its photonic band structure. Our band structure calculations show that
the metallic photonic crystal considered here forms a complete two-dimensional photonic band
gap. We found that the location of the photonic band gap can be controlled by modifying the
plasma energy of either metal. For example, by increasing the plasma energy the band gap
shifts towards lower energies. In the case of aluminum (Al) and zinc (Zn) the photonic band
gap lies in the ultraviolet region. An analytical expression of the photonic density of states
has been derived from the dispersion relation. It is found that the photonic density of states
has singularities near the edges of the photonic band gaps. We have considered the case where
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Figure 4-7: Plot of the normalized spectral function as a function of the photon energy detuning
for a xed resonance energy ("ba = 10:8 eV) and di¤rent normalized plasma energies ( =
1:0; 1:05 and 1:10). Here, the excition energy is "ba = 10:8 eV. The solid, dashed and dotted
curves correspond to  = 1:00 , 1:05 and 1:10, respectively. The values of the linewidth energies
are 5:700 for  = 1:0, 3:990 for  = 1:05 and 7:090 for  = 1:10.
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a two-level quantum dot is doped in the metallic photonic crystal, and have calculated the
linewidth and spectral function due to spontaneous emission using our analytical expression for
the photonic density of states. The linewidth and spectral function of the quantum dot due to
spontaneous emission were calculated by using the Schrödinger equation method. Finally, we
showed that by changing the plasma energy one can control the spontaneous emission in the
metallic photonic crystal.
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Chapter 5
Plasmonic electromagnetically
induced transparency in metallic
nanoparticle-quantum dot hybrid
systems
5.1 Introduction
Recently, signicant attention has been paid to the investigation of the hybrid nanostructures
combining di¤erent types of nanoparticles such as nanowires, semiconductor quantum dots
(QDs), metal nanoparticles (MPs), etc. A signicant amount of this research has been focused
on hybrid QD-MP systems. It is well understood that when the plasmon resonances in MPs
match the excitonic transitions of QDs many diverse optical e¤ects can appear. Hybrid QD-MP
systems have been used in the investigation of DNA sensors [113][114], laser systems without
cavities [115], manipulation of heat generation in MPs [116][31], nanothermometers [117], etc.
In the majority of these studies, the QDs were taken as two level localized quantum sys-
tems. Recently, however, several interesting results have been reported where QDs were instead
treated as multi-level systems. For example, Yannopapas et al. [118] showed that the quantum
interference between two spontaneous emission channels can be greatly enhanced when a three-
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Figure 5-1: Schematic illustration of the QDMP hybrid system embedded into a photonic
crystal background. Two probe (Ep) and control (Ec) external elds are applied on the system.
The curved arrows show the dipole-dipole QD-MP interaction. The MP has radius a and
dielectric function m(!). The QD is considered as a three-level V-conguration with dielectric
constants of s.
level V-type atom is placed near plasmonic nanostructures such as metallic slabs, nanospheres,
or periodic arrays of metal-coated spheres. Sadeghi et al. [31] studied the application of an
infrared laser to control heat dissipation in a MP when it is in the vicinity of a three-level
ladder-type QD. They showed that the infrared laser causes a transparency window to appear
in the absorption rate spectrum of the MP, making it non-dissipative at a frequency which has
maximum absorption in the absence of the infrared laser.
In previous investigations the background media of the QD-MP systems were mostly isotropic
with uniform refractive indices. In this chapter for the rst time, to our knowledge, we theoret-
ically investigate the MP energy absorption rate of a hybrid QD-MP system when the system
is embedded in a three-dimensional photonic crystal. Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric
structures that possess one or more global photonic band gaps, and have been widely used to
manipulate light on the nanoscale to strongly enhance light-matter interactions [2][3]. Photonic
crystals can act as a background material or a modied quantum electrodynamic vacuum for
active media such as atoms, molecules, semiconductor quantum dots and hybrid nanostructure
systems. The quantum optical and the nonlinear optical responses of such active media are
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noticeably altered from their behaviour in free space. This modication manifests as an inhibi-
tion or strong alteration of spontaneous emission of the excited states in such systems [37][38].
These abilities have led to the design of novel photonic devices such as nano-optical switching
elements [119], laser systems with very low thresholds [120], quantum bu¤ers [121], etc. The
QD has three excitonic states which form a V-type atomic conguration. Two laser elds are
applied, each of which drives one of the two transitions in the QD (see Fig. 5-1). In this chap-
ter1, we rst investigate the impact of a QD with a V-conguration on the energy dissipation of
the MP, and then study the role of the photonic crystal. We independently consider both the
excitonic resonance frequencies (j2i $ j1i and j3i $ j1i transitions) to be close to the upper
edge of the photonic band gap.
We perform all the calculations in strong-coupling (nonlinear) regime, wherein an exciton-
induced transparency (EIT) appears in the absorbed energy rate spectrum of the MP. Here EIT
occurs due to destructive interference between the applied electric eld and the eld from the
QD acting on the MP. In this situation the coupling between the QD and MP is strong enough
that the induced local eld at the MP becomes larger than the applied external eld with
frequency close to the QD exciton resonance. We demonstrate that the photonic crystal allows
us to switch the absorption of the MP at a given frequency range when the excitonic frequencies
lie near the band edge. Our results also show that when the hybrid system is probed around the
frequency of the j2i $ j1i transition, three exciton-induced transparencies may appear. These
results show the signicant impact of the control eld, which is in resonant with the j1i $ j3i
transition, and conguration of QDs in the heat dissipation of MPs.
5.2 Formalism
We consider three excitonic states of a QD where j1i refers to the excitonic ground state and j2i
and j3i are two upper excitonic excited states (see Fig. 5-2). The frequencies of the transitions
between j1i $ j2i and j1i $ j3i are denoted as !21 and !31, respectively. The entire system
is subjected to two applied electric elds Ec =
E0c
2 e
 i!ct (control eld) and Ep =
E0p
2 e
 i!pt
(probe eld). The probe (Ep) and control elds (Ec) drive the exciton transitions j1i $ j2i
1A. Hatef, Seyed M. Sadeghi and M. Singh, Plasmonic electromagnetically induced transparency in metallic
nanoparticle-quantum dot hybrid systems, Nanotechnology- NANO/403136/PAP, (Accepted 12/2011).
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Figure 5-2: Schematic illustration of the three-level V conguration QD (left) with two upper
excitonic states j3i and j2i and ground sate j1i : The frequency di¤erence between transitions
j2i  ! j1i and j3i  ! j1i are denoted as !21 and !31, respectively.  21 and  31 are the decay
rates from the upper excitonic states to ground state.  32 is the non-radiative decay rate for
state transition j3i ! j2i :The three-level quantum dot driven by a probe laser eld with energy
!2 and !1, respectively. c = !31   !c, and p = !21   !p, are the detunings of the excitonic
transitions. The shaded area shows the energy band of the MP (right) where the dark strip
shows the plasmon resonance energy which is the same as the frequency of excitonic transition
j1i $ j2i :
and j1i $ j3i, respectively. The induced dipole moments for transitions j1i $ j2i (12) and
j1i $ j3i (13) are considered to be perpendicular to each other [122][123]. The QD is also
interacting with the plasmonic excitations of the MP, where it is considered that the exciton
transition frequency !21 lies near the plasmon resonance energy !pr (see Fig. 5-2). On the other
hand, the exciton transition frequency !31 lies far away from the plasmon resonance frequency
of the MP. Furthermore, we assume that the control eld is at resonance with the excitonic
transition j1i $ j3i. Here the QD and MP are both spherical with radii rs and rm, respectively,
and the center-to-center distance between the QD and the MP is denoted as R. We consider
that the whole system is embedded in a 3-D photonic band gap (PBG) structure. As a result,
the QD is inuenced by both the near eld of the MP [116] and the modied electromagnetic
vacuum reservoir of the photonic crystal.
To study this system we rst consider the interaction of the QD with the MP alone, and then
introduce the e¤ect of the surrounding photonic crystal. Here we consider that the frequency
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of the control laser eld (!c) is larger than the exciton transition frequency !21 and plasmon
frequency !pr, and that !21  !pr. As a result, the absorption of the control laser eld by the
MP and by the j1i $ j2i excitonic transition is ignored. Therefore, the net electric eld seen
by the QD is given from [33]
EQ =
Ec
2dr
+
Ep
2dr
+
gPm
(4B0) drR3
(5.1)
where dr = (2B + s) =3B. Here B, s and 0 are the dielectric constant of the background
material, dielectric constant of the QD and permittivity of free space, respectively. The factor
g is the polarization parameter and has value of g = 2 ( 1) when the external elds are parallel
(perpendicular) to the major axis of the hybrid system. In Eqn. 5.1 the rst two terms are
represent the e¤ect of the probe and control elds while the last term is the dipolar electric
eld created by the MP, where the dipole Pm is generated by the charge induced on the surface
of the MP.
The dipole moment Pm is inuenced by the direct interaction of the external laser eld with
the MP and by the electric dipole eld generated by the QD due to transition j1i $ j2i. It is
obtained as [124]:
Pm = (4B0) r
3
m

Ep +
g12(e12 + e21)
(4B0) drR3

(5.2)
where  = [m (!)  B] = [2B + m (!)]. We describe the MP with the local dynamic of di-
electeric function m (!) = IB (!) + D (!), which is a combination of the contribution of d
electrons (IB (!)) and s electrons (D (!)) in the MP. The dielectric function D (!) is obtained
from the Drude model as [125].
D (!) = 1 
!2p
!2 + i!

bulk +
AvF
rm
 (5.3)
where bulk is the bulk damping constant, vF is the velocity of the electrons at Fermi energy
and A is a model-dependent parameter. In Eqn. 5.2 12 and e12 = 12e i!pt are the dipole
moment and density matrix element (coherence term) of the QD in the hybrid system for the
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transition j1i $ j2i, respectively. Putting Eqn. 5.2 into Eqn. 5.1 we get
EQ =
E0c
2dr
e i!ct +
 
E0p
2dr
+
E0p
2dr
gr3m
R3
+
r3mg
212
(4B0) 2drR
6
12
!
e i!pt + C:C: (5.4)
Note that Eqn. 5.4 shows the contributions of di¤erent electric elds experienced by the QD
when the hybrid system is placed under the inuence of the external probe and control elds.
The rst and the second terms are the contribution from the external elds, the third term is
due to the eld generated by the plasmons directly excited by the external eld and the fourth
term represents the indirect self-action contribution of the QD via the MP, which shows the
dependency of the eld inside the QD on its own dipole moment.
The probe eld energy absorbed by the QD-MP system is due to the absorption of energy
required to create excitons in the QD followed by a nonradiative decay and energy absorbed by
the MP. The total absorbed energy rate by the QD-MP hybrid system is [124]:
QT = QQD +QMP = ~!2122 2 + 2"0!21r3m Im()(E2r + E2i ) (5.5)
where the rst and second terms show the absorption energy rates in the QD and MP, respec-
tively. In the above expression, Er and Ei are the components of the total electric eld applied
on the MP due to the external probe eld and the polarization of the QD. Er and Ei are in
and 90 out of the phase with the applied eld, respectively. These components are obtained
as [33]:
Er = E
0
p + (
g12
2"0"effsR3
)Re(
21
) (5.6)
Ei = (
g12
2"0"effsR3
) Im(
21
) (5.7)
Note that in the strong regime Ei is several orders of magnitude smaller than Er. Therefore,
the role of Ei can be ignored and E2r is the dominant factor in QMP [33].
To calculate the absorption energy rate we use the density matrix method to nd the
coherence terms of the QD in the hybrid system. The Hamiltonian of the QD interacting with
the applied laser elds and induced electric eld from the MP can be expressed in the interaction
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picture as
HQD = ~!2121 + ~!3131   
pe i(!p !21)t+21   
ce i(!c !31)t+31 (5.8)
  p21e i(!p !21)t+21 +H:C:
where ij = jii hjj and +ij = jji hij (i, j = 1, 2 or 3) are called the exciton raising and lowering
operators, respectively. The other quantities are dened as:

p =
12E
0
p
2~dr
+
12E
0
p
2~dr
gr3m
R3
; (5.9a)

c =
13E
0
c
2~dr
(5.9b)
p =
r3mg
2212
(4B0) ~2drR6
(5.9c)
In above equations, 
p is the normalized Rabi frequency associated with external probe
eld and the eld produced by the induced dipole moment Pm of the MP and 
c is the Rabi
frequency associated with external control eld. As mentioned before, p (Eqn. 5.9c) shows the
self-interaction factor (interaction between polarized QD and MP). The imaginary part of p
shows the Forster energy transfer rate between the QD and MP. Since we consider the excitonic
resonance frequency j1i $ j2i to be the same as that of the plasmonic resonance the Forster
energy transfer is maximum.
We consider that a three-dimensional photonic crystal with an isotropic geometry acts
as reservoir for the hybrid system. This photonic crystal consists of air spheres periodically
arranged in a dielectric background material. The excited states j2i and j3i spontaneously decay
to the ground state j1i due to coupling between excitons and the photonic crystal reservoir. To
calculate the radiative decay rate the interaction Hamiltonian of the system in the interaction
picture is considered as:
HQD PBG =  ~
X
k
[g21 (!k)] pk
+
21e
i(!21 !k)t   ~
X
k
[g31 (!k)] pk
+
31e
i(!31 !k)t (5.10)
Here pk and p
+
k are called the photon annihilation and creation operators, respectively, and
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g (!k) is the coupling constant written as
gij (!k) =
s
!k
2~0V

ek:ij (5.11)
Here V is the mode volume of the reservoir eld, ij is the electronic dipole moment induced
by the transition jii $ jji and ek is the unit polarization vector of the eld, while !k and k are
the frequency and wave vector of photons, respectively.
The photonic crystal structure consists of a periodical arrangement of air spheres in a dielec-
tric background material where the dispersion relation of the photonic structures is calculated
by Johns group in ref. [58] as:
cos(kL) = F (!k) (5.12)
where
F (!k) =
X

"

 
[na  nb]2
4nanb
!
cos

2!k [naa nbb]
c
#
(5.13)
in the above equation, L = 2a + 2b is the photonic crystal lattice constant, 2b is the spacing
between the spheres and a is the radius of the dielectric spheres. Here, na and nb are the
refractive index of of dielectric spheres and the background dielectric material, respectively.
From Eqn. 5.8 and 5.10 we obtained the following equations of motion for the density
matrix elements in an appropriate rotating frame of the QD in the hybrid system in the usual
rotating-wave and dipole approximations:
d
22
dt
=   2122 + i (
p + p21) 12   i
 

p + 

p21

21 (5.14a)
d
33
dt
=   3233    3133 + i
c13   i
c31 (5.14b)
d
32
dt
=  

 31 +  32 +  21
2
+ i(c   p)

23   i
 

p + 

p12

31 + i
c12 (5.14c)
d
21
dt
=  

 21
2
+ ip

21 + i (
p + p21) (11   22)  i
c23 (5.14d)
d
31
dt
=  

 32 +  31
2
+ ic

31   i (
p + p21) 32   i
c (33   11) (5.14e)
In the above equations, c = !31   !c and p = !21   !p are the detunings of the control and
the probe eld, respectively,  32 is the non-radiative decay rate for the transition j3i ! j2i
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and  21 and  31 are the radiative decay rates of excitonic states j2i and j3i due to spontaneous
emission, respectively.
The background photonic crystal modies the electromagnetic density of states, and there-
fore inuences the radiative decay rates of the QDs ( 21 and  31) as [126]
 21 =  0Z
2(!21) (5.15a)
 31 =  0Z
2(!31) (5.15b)
Here,  0 is the exciton radiative decay rate in the absence of the photonic crystal, which includes
the e¤ect of the plasmonic eld enhancement from the MP [30], and Z2("k) is called the form
factor, which is obtained from Eqn. 5.12 as
Z(!k) =
"
c3
3L3!2k
(arccos[F (!k)])
2p
1  F 2(!k)
(!k)
#1=2
(5.16)
where
(!k) =
X

"

 
[na  nb]2 [naa nbb]
2cnanb
!
sin

2!k [naa nbb]
c
#
(5.17)
The form factor given in Eqn. 5.16 depends on the density of states which is obtained from the
dispersion relation of the photonic crystal.
5.3 Results and Discussions
In this chapter we consider the large eld limit, which means that both probe and control elds
are strong (Ic = Ip = 1 kW/cm2). We assume that probe and control elds are perpendicular
to each other and the probe eld is parallel to the axis of the QD-MP hybrid system, i.e. g = 2
and !21 = !pr = 2:5 eV. The control laser eld (EC) is resonant with the excitonic transition
j1i $ j3i and so 3 = 0. The QD consists of a CdSe/ZnS core coated by ZnSe. As shown
recently [127], in such a structure the relaxation rate of the intersubband transition ( 32) can
increase signicantly, reaching one nanosecond or longer. In the absence of the shell, which
delocalizes the whole wavefunction, this rate can be very large [128]. Taking this into account,
we use parameters  21 = 1=0:8  0 [31],  31 = 1:0  0 and  32 = 1=1:7  0. The MP is a gold
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nanoparticle with dielectric function m (!) = IB (!) + D (!) [129]. For a small, spherical,
gold MP, IB (!) = 1:15+ i10:5 at ! = 2:5 eV. The parameter D (!) is obtained from Eqn. 5.3
where we take bulk = 0:1 eV, vF = 1:40  106 m/s and A = 1. Note that although m (!) is
a function of frequency, it is approximately constant over the range of frequencies that we are
interested in due to the broad Plasmon peak. The radius of the MP is taken as 3 nm.
The dielectric constant of the background is taken as B = 1 (air) and B =
n2a+n
2
b
2 in
the absence and presence of photonic crystal, respectively, where na = 1 and nb = 4. In our
calculations we consider an inverse opal photonic crystal made of air spheres with radius a = 58
nm and a background with dielectric constant nb = 4. The lattice constant of the photonic
crystal is L = 295 nm. With these parameters, a photonic band gap appears between 1:95
and 2:50 eV. The induced dipole moment of the QD is taken as 4e nm [33] and its dielectric
constant s = 6.
To calculate the energy absorption rate variations in the MP (QMP ) the coherence terms

21
and 
12
are obtained via solving Eqns. 5.14a - 5.14e numerically using the dverk78 method
(seventh-eighth order continuous RungeKutta) provided by the software package Maple. Our
results show that the dverk78 method has a rather higher precision in comparison to other avail-
able methods. The following initial conditions are considered: 11(0) = 1, 22(0) = 33(0) = 0
and ij(0) = 0 (i 6= j). These initial conditions imply that the electron is in the ground state
at t = 0.
To show the distinctive features of the results for the V-conguration we begin by investigat-
ing the case where the QD is taken as a two-level excitonic system. Fig. 5-3 illustrates the QMP
spectrum as a function of the probe detuning p for di¤erent values of inter-particle distances
R when Ic = 0 and Ip = 1 kw/cm2. The results show the formation of a dip, i.e., transparency
window, in the QMP spectrum. Furthermore, the amplitudes of the two peaks become smaller
by increasing the value of R. In other words, the energy absorption rate is suppressed at zero
detuning and the hybrid system shows an exciton-induced transparency state. This behavior
can be explained by the total external electric eld applied on the MP which consists of two
main terms due to the applied probe eld (Ep) and the eld due to the polarization of the QD.
The total eld can be written in the form of two components which are in phase (Er) and 90
out of phase (Ei) with the applied probe eld (see Eqn. 5.6 and Eqn. 5.7) [33]. As one can see
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Figure 5-3: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe
frequency (p) in the strong eld regime for di¤erent inter-particle distances in the absence of
control eld. Here the QD is considered as a two-level system when Ic = 0 and Ip = 1 kw/cm2.
Here the solid, dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for R = 13 nm , 15 nm and 17 nm,
respectively. (b) shows the component of total electric incident on the MP that is in phase
with the applied probe eld (Er). (c) shows the dip in the population di¤erence at resonance
(22   11).
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in Eqn. 5.5, QMP is controlled directly by the variation of Er and Ei. In the strong-coupling
regime, the dominant component of the eld acting on the MP is Er, and Ei is two orders of
magnitude smaller, suggesting that the contribution from Ei is negligible. The variation of Er
as a function of the probe detuning p is plotted in Fig. 5-3b. As it is shown in this gure the
sign of Er changes at zero detuning (i.e. p = 0) which means that at this location the local
eld due to the polarization of the QD is out of phase with applied electric led (E0p) and its
magnitude becomes even greater. In this location the interference between the applied led and
the induced eld produced by the QD at the MP changes from constructive to destructive.In
Fig. 5-4 we show the role of the strong control eld (Ic) on QMP for di¤erent values of R when
the QD is taken as a three-level system with V-conguration. Our results show that when the
strong control eld is applied each peak splits to into two peaks, and three exciton-induced
transparencies appear in the QMP spectrum. As one can see in Fig. 5-4b for R = 13 nm the
sign of the Er changes three times for three values of probe detuning. The amplitudes of the
peaks can be easily controlled by the value of R.
To study the control of QMP by the laser eld intensities, we consider the case where
R = 13 nm and investigate how QMP is changed as the control and probe laser eld intensities
are varied. The results in Fig. 5-5 show that as the intensity of control eld Ic is increased
the spectrum of QMP changes dramatically. Increasing the value of Ic leads to shifts of the
exciton-induced transparency locations, and therefore the hybrid system can be switched be-
tween complete annihilation and absorption of MP heat dissipation by varying the intensity
of the control eld.We also study the variations of QMP when the probe eld intensity Ip is
changed. The results in Fig. 5-6 show that as Ip is increased the amplitudes of the peaks are
changed and the amount of heat dissipation rate in the MP can be controlled by changing the
probe eld intensity. One interesting feature here is the disappearance of the central peak in
QMP when the ratio Ip=Ic increases (dashed line). This process can be understood in terms of
the dressed state picture. When Ip and Ic are comparable (Ip=Ic  1) the V-system supports
one- and two-photon coupling processes [130]. When this ratio is far from unity the two-photon
process is suppressed and the one-photon dressing becomes dominant. In this sense, the system
becomes similar to that studied in Fig. 5-3. In this part of the chapter we investigate how
QMP is changed when the hybrid system is embedded in an isotropic photonic crystal. For any
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Figure 5-4: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe
frequency (p) for di¤erent inter-particle distances when Ip = Ic = 1kw=cm2 (probe and control
eld intensity). Here the QD is considered as a three-level V conguration system. The solid,
dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for R = 13 nm , 15 nm and 17 nm, respectively. (b)
shows the component of total electric incident on the MP that is in phase with the applied
probe eld (Er). (c) shows two dips in the population di¤erence at resonance (22   11).
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Figure 5-5: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe
frequency (p) in the strong eld regime for di¤erent control eld intensity (Ic). rm = 3
nm (radius of MP), 12 = 4e nm (the induced dipole moment ) and Ip = 1kw=cm
2 (probe
intensity). Here the solid, dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for Ic = 1 , 2 and 3
kw=cm2, respectively.
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Figure 5-6: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe fre-
quency (p) in the strong eld regime for di¤erent probe eld intensity (Ip). rm = 3 nm (radius
of MP), 12 = 4e nm (the induced dipole moment ) and Ic = 1kw=cm
2 (Probe intensity). Here
the solid, dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for Ip = 1 , 2 and 3 kw=cm2, respectively.
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photonic crystal, the location of the photonic band gap is controlled by the lattice constant
and the refractive indices of the dielectric components. In terms of fabrication both opal and
inverse opal photonic crystals can be used. Manipulation of the radiative decay rate can be
achieved if the photonic crystal has a band gap near the excitonic resonance frequencies of the
QD (See Fig.5-7).
Figure 5-7: Plots of the form factor squared Z2(!k) (right panel) of the photonic crystal with
refractive indices na = 1 and nb = 4. The lattice constant L = 295 nm the radius of air spheres
is a = 0:2 L, where k denotes the wave vector. The quantities ~!u = 2:50 eV and ~!l = 1:95
eV are the maximum energy of the upper band and the minimum energy of the lower band,
respectively. In this gure the resonance excitonic frequency j1i $ j2i is assumed to be near
the upper photonic band edge (~!u).
Fig. 5-8 shows the variation of energy absorption rate in the MP (QMP ) for several values
of the decay rate of excitonic transition j1i $ j2i which is close to the plasmon frequency of
the MP. In this gure the solid line shows the behavior of QMP when both excitonic transitions
j1i $ j3i and j1i $ j2i are far from the band gap edge. In this situation we consider the
radiative decay rate of excitonic transition j1i $ j2i and j1i $ j3i to be the same as Fig. 5-4a
where  21 = 1=0:8  0 and  31 = 1:0  0, respectively. However, when the band gap of the
photonic crystal is shifted towards the excitonic transition j1i $ j2i by changing the excitonic
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Figure 5-8: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe
frequency (p) in the strong eld regime for di¤erent values of transition j2i $ j1i decay rate
( 21). Here the solid, dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for  21 = 1=0:8  0 , 4:0  0 and
8:0  0, respectively.
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Figure 5-9: MP energy absorption rate spectra (QMP ) as a function of the detuning probe
frequency (p) in the strong eld regime for di¤erent values of transition j3i $ j1i decay rate
( 31). Here the solid, dotted and dashed curves show the QMP for  31 = 1:0  0 , 4:0  0 and
8:0  0, respectively.
transition frequency !12, the decay rate  21 becomes greater. This is because of the signicant
increase of density of states near the edge of the photonic band gap. For this situation we plotted
QMP for two values of decay rates  21 = 4:0  0 (dotted line) and  21 = 8:0  0 (dashed line).
As one can see by increasing the decay rate the amplitudes of the side peaks rise dramatically
and the middle peak disappears. This process leads to complete annihilation of the MP heat
dissipation at a broad frequency range around the zero detuning parameter and the system
exhibits a large excitonic induced transparency.
We also illustrate the e¤ect of the radiative decay rate modication of excitonic transition
j1i $ j3i ( 31) on QMP . In this case, we take the upper edge of the photonic band gap to be
close to !31. Depending on the value of !31 one can change the photonic crystal parameters
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in such a way so that a band gap appears in the desired frequency range. In Fig. 5-9 the
solid, dotted and dashed lines show QMP for  31 = 1:0  0, 4:0  0 and 8:0  0, respectively.
Our calculation shows that by increasing  31 the amplitude of the two middle and side peaks
increase and decrease, respectively. This implies that by increasing  31 the nature of QMP
becomes similar to the case where the QD was considered as a two-level system.
5.4 Conclusion
We have studied the manipulation of the exciton induced transparency mechanism in a hybrid
nanostructure composed of a MP and a three-level V-conguration QD in the strong-coupling
regime. Here external probe and control elds are applied to the system, each of which is
coupled to a transition in the QD. Using the density matrix method, we have investigated
the energy absorption rate of the MP (QMP ) when it is coupled with the QD. In the absence
of a background photonic crystal we have shown rst the role of inter-particle distance and
the intensities of the applied elds on QMP . In this situation three transparent states can be
seen in the QMN spectrum, and the location of these states can be controlled by changing
the intensities of probe and control elds. We found that the amplitudes of the absorption
peaks can be controlled by varying the inter-particle distance between the QD and MP. In the
second case we include the e¤ect of a background photonic crystal, which modies the radiative
excitonic decay rate of the QD. We have shown the e¤ect of the radiative excitonic decay rates
on QMP when the excitonic resonance frequencies are close to the upper edge of the photonic
band gap. Our calculation shows that if the excitonic resonance frequency of the QD !21, which
is coupled with the plasmon resonance frequency of MP !pr, is tuned around upper edge of
the photonic band gap, one absorbing mode disappears and the system exhibits transparency
for a broad range of probe eld detuning values. On the other hand, when the other excitonic
resonance frequency of the QD !31, which is far away from the plasmon resonance frequency
of MP, is close to and tuned around the frequency of the upper edge of the photonic band gap,
only the amplitude of the peaks in the QMP spectrum are changed, and the amount of heat
dissipation can be easily controlled.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
The time evolution of the absorption coe¢ cient in metallic photonic crystals has been studied
numerically in this chapter. The refractive index of the metallic spheres depends on the plasma
frequency. Probe and pump elds are applied to monitor the absorption process. First we
consider that nanoparticles are embedded lightly so that they should not interact with each
other. It is found that when the resonance states lie away from the band edges system goes
to transparent sate. In the second situation we consider that quantum dots are doped densily
so that they will interact with each other via the dipole-dipole interaction e¤ect. The time
evolution of the spontaneous emission cancellation is studied in the presence of dipole-dipole
interaction.
It is found when the detuning parameter between electron resonance energy and probe laser
eld is zero the system reaches the steady states exponentially. However, when the detuning
parameter is not zero the absorption coe¢ cient and the populations of upper two levels oscillated
with time and then reach the steady state.
In this paper we have studied the e¤ect of a changing plasma frequency on the absorption
prole of quantum dots. We consider that the quantum dots are doped in a metallic photonic
crystal fabricated from metallic spheres embedded in a background dielectric material. These
quantum dots are considered as an ensemble of three-level energy systems, containing two
excited states and a ground state.
The quantum dots are interacting with each other via the dipole-dipole interaction, and are
coupled with plasma-photon modes present the system. We also consider quantum interference
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between the two decay channels from the excited levels to the ground state. We consider that
a probe laser eld is applied to the system in order to study the absorption coe¢ cient for two
possible eld congurations. Absorption occurs due the transitions from the ground state to an
excited state, and is calculated by using the density matrix method. In the rst conguration,
the probe eld couples with the ground state and the two excited states, which have energies
lying very close to one another.
Using the dipole approximation, the transition between excited states is forbidden. In this
case it is found that the position of the transparent peak is moved, due to a slight change in
the plasma energy. This means that the transparent state becomes an absorbing state. In the
second conguration, a pump eld couples with only one excited state, while the probe eld
couples to the other. In this case, we found that a peak in the absorption prole appears due
to plasmon coupling, and this peak splits into two peaks when the plasma energy is decreased.
This change in plasma energy can also take the system from the absorption region to the gain
region. These are very interesting results, and can be useful for developing nano-scale plasmonic
devices.
We have developed an analytical theory for the photonic band structure and density of states
of two-dimensional rectangular metallic photonic crystals. The transfer matrix method is used
to derive analytical expressions for the dispersion relation of the metallic photonic crystal,
which are used to obtain its photonic band structure. Our band structure calculations show
that the metallic photonic crystal considered here forms a complete two-dimensional photonic
band gap. We found that the location of the photonic band gap can be controlled by modifying
the plasma energy of either metal. For example, by increasing the plasma energy the band gap
shifts towards lower energies. In the case of aluminum (Al) and zinc (Zn) the photonic band
gap lies in the ultraviolet region.
An analytical expression of the photonic density of states has been derived from the disper-
sion relation. It is found that the photonic density of states has singularities near the edges of
the photonic band gaps. We have considered the case where a two-level quantum dot is doped
in the metallic photonic crystal, and have calculated the linewidth and spectral function due
to spontaneous emission using our analytical expression for the photonic density of states. The
linewidth and spectral function of the quantum dot due to spontaneous emission were calculated
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by using the Schrödinger equation method. Finally, we showed that by changing the plasma
energy one can control the spontaneous emission in the metallic photonic crystal.
In the last chapter, we have studied the manipulation of the plasmonic electromagnetically
induced transparency mechanism in a hybrid nanostructure composed of a metallic particle and
a three-level V-conguration quantum dot in the strong-coupling regime. Here external probe
and control elds are applied to the system, each of which is coupled to a transition in the
quantum dot. Using the density matrix method, we have investigated the energy absorption
rate of the metallic particle (QMP ) when it is coupled with the quantum dot. In the absence
of a background photonic crystal we have shown rst the role of inter-particle distance and
the intensities of the applied elds on QMP . In this situation three transparent states can be
seen in the QMN spectrum, and the location of these states can be controlled by changing the
intensities of probe and control elds. Here transparent states refer to the energy location of the
minima. We found that the amplitudes of the absorption peaks can be controlled by varying
the inter-particle distance between the quantum dot and metallic particle. In the second case
we include the e¤ect of a background photonic crystal, which modies the radiative excitonic
decay rate of the quantum dot. We have shown the e¤ect of the radiative excitonic decay rates
on QMP when the excitonic resonance frequencies are close to the upper edge of the photonic
band gap. Our calculation shows that if the excitonic resonance frequency of the quantum dot
!21, which is coupled with the plasmon resonance frequency of metallic particle !pr, is tuned
around upper edge of the photonic band gap, one absorbing mode disappears and the system
exhibits transparency for a broad range of probe eld detuning values. On the other hand, when
the other excitonic resonance frequency of the quantum dot !31, which is far away from the
plasmon resonance frequency of metallic particle, is close to and tuned around the frequency of
the upper edge of the photonic band gap, only the amplitude of the peaks in the QMP spectrum
are changed, and the amount of heat dissipation can be easily controlled.
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